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U S i int up to • . pr me erest rate 15 per cent 
NEW YORK (AP)-Mcat major U.s. banks, reacting to Morgan Guaranty Trust of New York, the lifth-lergest U.S. rates on almost all commercial industrial loans. 
government credit.tightening policies that make it more bank ranked by deposits, was the first of the big banks to Although the prime has no direct effect on the interest 
costlyto_acqniremoney, haveraisedtheirprlmelending inercasetheratoTuesday, upthistlmebyahaifpoint, charged for the consumer loans, it is viewed as an Indicator the growth of the U.S. money supply. 
rates on business loans to a 'record 16 l~er cent/ Only afewbasksdidnotimmediatelymatclztheincreese, of trends in interest rates generally. 
i • e  y two .weeks ago, the la.rgest U.S. banks raised the AmougthemwasCltihenkofNewYork, thesocond.largest In BanksinsoveralereasoftheU.S.havealreadyreducedthe rate-me charge for loans to their most credit-worthy the U.S. Clllbank traditionally announces prime-rate number of consumer loans they are making or increased 
point, to 14.5 Per cent. 
corporate berrow~re.by an unprecedented full percentage 
HPERT STEEL & 
SAtVAGE LTD, 
Seal Cove Rd., Pr,, Runoff 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Carl us - We are 
open HOL tbroa|b Sat., O a.m.-5 p.m. 
Radio 
ops 
to talk 
By JULIWr O'NEILL 
OTTAWA (CP) --  
Negotiators for the govern- 
ment and 1,167 air and 
marine radio operators 
~ reed Tuesday to resume rgaming in the wake of the 
first full day of a national 
strike. 
Transport department 
officials said the strike Is 
causing some inconvenience 
but no danger, although 
union officials said there 
have been air-ground 
communications problems "
end some cases of pll~a 
taking off and landing 
without runway lights, 
The government ako 
began issuing notices of 
three-day suspensions to 
operators, represented by 
the Public Service Alilunce 
of Canada, who are not 
per forming serv ices  
daalgnated as essential tothe 
safety and security of the 
public. 
The strike - -  sporadic, 
limited and regional since 
the end of August - -  ex- 
panded to •virtual full. 
strength late Monday when 
the 53 per cent of the op 
• . .e~t~.  dedgnaU~.w. ,,, 
form essential services 
began performing only 
emergency services an.rose 
Canada. 
In a few cases, such as in 
Gander, Nfld., which hun- 
dims .~* l~gny international 
flights, "oven .designated 
operates!who d not have 
the right to strike have 
walked off the Job. But no air 
or sea port have yet been 
shut down. 
The operators normally 
provide navigational help, 
weather and safety in- 
formation and flight- 
planning services at 142 
radio stations. 
Their salaries range from 
$13,~8 to ~I,~91. They seek 
a two-year contract with a 
IFporomt increase the first 
year and a cent-of.living' 
increase the second. 
The federal treasury board 
~S Offered aseven.per-cent 
i~rease s~ year ins two- 
yeas cqnti'ke't. . .  ,,..; 
A transport epokeentan 
s~id planes at Winnipeg 
airport will not he allowed to 
take off at night unless air 
traffic controllers are on 
duty, 
Smaller airports In the 
North are most affected by 
the dispute 
changes on Fridays. interest rates for such consumer c edit as installment loans 
Banks use the prime rate as the basis for setting interest or home mortgages. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
Wednesday October, 24, 1979 
: ~'.'~*;"' ' HeraM Staff Writer 
I-lifihways Minister Max Fraser has hidieated 
his department will Hkely refurbish the old 
Skeena bridge next year, resulting in its closure 
for an estimated two to three months. 
Fraser, who was in Terrace' on Monday is 
proposing a new steel deck for the structure 
which only .recently was closed down for some 
reconstruction. 
Stan Paloposki,  the d i s t r i c t  highways 
manager, explained an extensive study of the 
/ h 
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Skeena Br idge  seen  here  ho ld ing  up  through las t  year ' s  f lood  
STRUCTURE SOUND 
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.Bridge gets face lift 
:"" .. . . .  ';: ByEDYUDIN understructure of ~e bridge has been com- 
pleted. 
The district of Terrace has also approached 
'the highways department requesting an access 
road be constructed from Highway 16 to Ferry 
Island. The district will be developing the site as 
a camping and recreational tourist ground. The 
access road would east in the neighbourhood of
$40i000 to construct. There is still no definite 
word as to who would pick up the cost, but the 
highways minister indicated on Monday his 
department would pay once concrete work on 
Ferry Island was underway. 
Spil l  effects cited 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  An would notflow through Juan I~  kliometres, and that peneatlon it might be liable 
de Fuea and Hare straits to 
the mouth of the Fraser. 
"The salmon would be 
hilled in the Fraser," the 
Indian chiefs' legal counsel 
said in an interview. "The oil 
dl  spill at Trans Mountain 
Pipe L!ne Co.'s proimed oil 
port C~uld end up in the 
Fraser RiVer, the Union of 
British Columbia' Indian 
Chie fs  to ld  the  Nat iona l  
Energy Board in Vancouver 
Tuesday. 
But Tram M0tmtaln said 
trajectory studies of 
notantial spills showed oil 
would be carried up river 
with the tide." 
A marine spars md the 
tide goes up the Fraser River 
ea far as Chilliwack, about 
Air travel here backed up 
\. Flight service at the action has forced C.P. Air to The Prince Rupert flights 
Terrace.Kitimat irport has cancel Its night flights here, will riot be diverted to 
been curtailed, and the 
Prince Rupert airport has 
been closed as a result of job 
action by radio operators. 
The members of local 
20217 of the Union of 
Canadian Transport Em- 
ployees nre providing 
emergency service only. 
The radio operators had 
earlier performed only 
essential duties to back their 
wage demands. The new job 
i 
as no weatherman is 
available after 5 P.M. "As 
far as we're concerned, 
they're ffectively on strike 
except for emergency duty 
only," was the reaction of 
Peter Chettle, the local 
manager of C,P. Air. 
Passengers from Prince 
Rupert are being bussed into 
the Terrane-Kitlmat irport, 
which Chettle addmits will 
cause on "overload" 
situation. 
Terrace, rather the 
R 0 UND TRIP 
Passengers on Tuesday afternoon's flight from 
Prince Rupert o Vancouver must have thought 
they were on a merry-go-round for a while. 
With the strike of radio operators closing the 
Prince R,pert airport, the passengers were 
bused to the Terrace.Kitimat irport. However, 
poor weather conditions here scrubbed the af- 
ternoon flight. C.P. Air then decided to land its 
inbound Vancouver flight at Prince Rupert after 
all. This meant he weary air travellers boarded 
a bus once again, taking the two-hour trip hack to 
Prince Rupert. 
Fortunately the game of musical airplanes 
ended at that point, with the passengers boar- 
ding the plane after receiving a four-hour scenic 
tour of the northwest, compliments of CP Air. 
passengers will have to 
attempt to secure seats on 
the regular Terrece-Kitlmat 
there's a 10-per-cent chance 
of nil from a spill in Juan" do 
Fuca Strait reaching the 
Fraser. 
"It depends on time ot 
year and other conditions," 
he said, 
Tram Mountain admitted 
it had not done en. 
vironmental studies on the 
effecto of an oil ~piU an 
salmon in the Fraser. 
Tram Mountain has a ~600. 
million prop~ml to build an 
off pert at Low POnt, Wash., 
on the Juan de Fuca StrUt, 
to reeelve nilin tonkers from 
Alaska. The 011 would be 
pumped through a new 
pipeline from the Puget 
Sound area to Edmont~, 
and then south to United 
for if an all spill at Its 
proposed nil port were to 
damage the salmon fishery 
in the Fraser River o r  
anywhere along the coast of 
Vancouver Island. 
"The first thing a banker 
would ask when you sought 
financing," said the chiefs, 
"is ff you had made such a 
damage stimate," 
Tram Mountain said it 
would get an independent 
marine environmental 
impact study done quickly If 
the enmpany were granted a 
conditional certificate. 
flights. States midwest markets, troversial eli pipeline Dec. 6 
C.P, Air is attempting to-  Trans Mountain wants the _ may say no oil pipeline 
secure larger aircraft to board to grant it a con- should be built. 
bandie the expected over- ditional eertifioato to go 
flow, and managed tosecure ahead with its oil port. Trans Mountain said that 
~i~t for Tuesday morning's pipeline plan. If this were if Carter decided against a • given, the company would do pipeline, there were still 
Spokesmen for the union detolledstudies of the poten- 300,000 barrels a day of oil 
tirol damage to the Canadian being transported through 
meat.were unavailable for corn- and U.S, marine biology and Juan de Fuoa Strait by 
related effects of an oil spill, tankers coming down the 
Air travellers are advised Trans Mountain admitted coast from Alaska, and other 
tocaliaheedtoconflrmtheir it has not estimated hew tankers arriving from In- 
reservallona, much money in com- donenia nd Arabia. 
The chiefs said U.S .  
President Jimmy Carter --  
who is due to make a 
statement on the con- 
Interest rates have been increasing since the U.S. Federal 
Reserve Board on Oct. 5 adopted a policy designed to slow 
Quick expansion of the money supply is believed to con- 
tribute to inflation by putting more dollars into circulation 
than the economy's output of goods and services can absorb. 
That policy continued this week to maka the cost to banks 
or acquiring money more expensive, said analysts. 
 TTERS 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer  & Pop Boff les 
4536 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10a.m.-Sp.m. dallyexcapt Sunday 
Frl.t l l l9 pro. 
Lot.:s o f  
phonies 
NEI.~ON, B.C. (CP) - -  
J ack  Davis and Dorene 
Gray, Jack Barber, Wesley 
Carter and Liz Fowler all 
have something in commen. 
So do W. Fraser, I. Arthur 
and R. J. Richardson. 
None of them exist, at least 
not at the addresses given on 
political etters sent to the 
Nelson Dally News before 
• last May's provincial 
election. 
As far as the .morning 
newspaper in this Knoteney 
community can tell, all are 
fictitious names. So ap- 
parently are John Rand, 
Cam Anderson, Irene Bu- 
channn and Margaret Dun. 
Tuesday. "We received 
topes from Vancouver but I 
never eat through and Its. 
tened tea whole tope. We did 
net use them. We even 
erased them for our own 
use." 
Mac Perry, a campaign 
worker in the constituency 
association, said at least four 
sets of the controversial 
tapes were available at 
Coleman campaign offices, 
but he denied having heard 
the controversial portions. 
"As fares I know the tapes 
were never acted on," he 
said. 
Nlcoinon said the matter of 
phouey letters to the editor 
was first raked in March 
and April, 1976, It was found 
that the names below four 
letters did net exist. 
Dam costs 
said $15 M 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  hydroelectric prelate. 
woody,' British Columbia Hydre's 
The letters to the editor to Site C dam on the Peace 
which the 12 names were Ri ,., ..,,.+ o, ,o - e, • 
ver  Wi l l  . . vm,  u . . rung  ~s•o  
signed all favored Social bllll,.n * . . . .  at.,,  , , . .  
Credit policies or erlticlsed m.*llminnpu naHmm, t. ho,,md 
the Now Democratic Party ~n'~ -~ '~.  "T':"?' :  " - " ' :  
• a neW electrlsal nemonu The letters are the latest in . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
o m.^m,.M n,., ,¢ o,~o,..*h, lorecas~ Dy J~yGro U~C la two 
- e , ' ' - - "o  " " "  ~ - Iq - '~ '~- -7  'am.  , r~ml '  h iahm,  than  t lh~ 
• to  • itF~+ ~vsn  ' . , . - . Ip , . - - -  ~ +-~ .~pb ., l~lgO.~0:t~,.~li  r...,., t .. . . . . .  : . .  
wmennav~surfatodsinceit. - • • . . . . .  orecant .~ ~PB.~. Bncrgy 
he e . . . . . . .  uommmmon. • cam . imam mat a ~oeron.  : . .  . . . . . . .  
caucus~re~sarcber advised nyoro onmrmon ttooert 
-. memhe,,,o,,,,~+ . . . .  h Bonner made the cost party . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• -o , . ,  re . .  ,,o ,o.~. ,,# ,k. forecast in an interview 
• x~saoay an.. Sale . .e meeting at which the ,,ma~.,, . . . . . .  ,~+,.~.., ^ ..4 
comments were made were .,..,.~ o . . . . . ,~, . . . , .~,  .,,,,. 
.,,.,,., I .,,,,,.,., ...,,~ . . . .  + growth wi l l  increase by 
. . . . . . . .  under six per cent for the nelore me electlorl cam- ~--, .~--. t . . . .  
it~,+~n,lr~|a &ssol.i, Id, Sla~, u i  vq~JLa.  
Tw" r . . . . . .  I, . . . . . . . . .  That s an order of magni. 
" " . . . . . . . .  ". . . . .  rude and that's net's .figure recorded as suggesting such ,,,~, v., ..... , ,.. ~ ~+., ~ 
strategies. Jack KeLly has . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' because Inflation can get out resigned; Ellen MacKay was 
told to extend her vacation "We're referring to an 
when she returned from a 
visit to Europe last week. 
The RCMP has been asked 
to investigate the pouible 
forgeries and any other 
possible crimes connected 
with the "dirty tricks" affair 
now being called "Let -  
tergnto." 
Thb police investigation 
will include letters published 
in Nanalmo, Victoria, 
Vancouver and Nelson, 
Premier Bill Bennett, who 
earlier said he would rid the 
party of the' elements and 
attitudes responsible for 
suchprecticsa, id Tuesday 
will not comment until the 
police have something 
substantial toreport. 
A check of files at the 
Daily News showed the 13 
letters •were signed with 
addresses in Nelson as well 
as in nearby Saimo and 
Hurrop. However none of the 
names are listed in the 
telephone directory and none 
are on the voters list. The 
post offlee had no record of 
any of them. 
The newspaper also is in. 
vestigatlng two letters 
supporting the NDP because 
their apparent authors 
cannot be traced through 
telephone books or voters 
lists. 
NDP incumbent Lorne 
Nieelsen won in the Nelson- 
Creates riding. Nelson 
alderman Hank Coleman, 
who ran for the Socredu, was 
second. 
"I have no knowledge of 
anyone writing phony letters 
to the editor," he said 
of hand," said Bonner. 
energy forecast which I 
think will be somewhat down 
from last year in just under 
six per cent•" 
The B.C. Energy Com- 
mission said Tuesday its 
projected electrical growth 
forecast for the same period 
will he the same as last 
year's prediction of between 
3.5 per cent and 4 per cent. 
But comparisons to the 
SLS-blllion Revelsteke Dam 
which was Justified at the 
time of building by load 
.growth forecasts of more 
than nine per cent, don't 
stand up,  Bonnet said• 
Critics enid then, and some 
say now, that Hydro is 
overbuilding. 
If Hydro is over.building, 
the surplus electricity can be 
exported to the United States 
at considerable profit, the 
chairman said, 
"The faikafe aspect of 
electrical energy Weduction 
in the country is that there is 
an enormous and growing 
demand for electrical energy 
in the United States," be 
said, 
"And if you do build over- 
optimistically b  ene or two 
years, which is apparently so
important to critics, the 
financial Implication of that 
is that you're apt to make a 
great deal more money for 
the customers of Hydro by 
over.building than you are 
by under-huilding." 
Bonner said a new 
provincial energy policy 
could have an effect on 
applications for major 
"We're waiting the 
publication of the province's 
energy green paper. I don't 
know what time to make for 
the application because I
think the new energy policy 
will hav.e a different precem 
u to n~zLo Jec t  overview 
i~UfalyaC~?, ,  . . . . . . . . . .  
Site C, located about 6.[5 
kilometres southwest of Fort 
St. John, will be a 60-metre 
high eartMill dam with six 
generating units with a total 
capacity of 975 megawatts. 
Weather 
affected 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Air 
and marine transport of- 
flciak are hoping that West 
Coast weather will co- 
operate with pilots and ship 
captains during a full-scale 
strike by 206 radio operators 
In British Columbia. 
Effects of the strike have 
been minimal so far, of- 
ficials say, but travel could 
he seriously affected if the 
weather gets worse. The 
operators relay weather 
information and coordinate 
air and sea traffic. 
He'll not 
sleep well 
under this 
VICTORIA (CP) --  Of- 
flelals of the federal 
Esquimalt-Saanich New 
Democratic Party con- 
stituency were somewhat 
taken aback last week after 
selecting the .winning 
number in their fund.raising 
raffle. 
Winner of the hand- 
stitched quilt was George 
Mac#miles, Dowdnoy MLA 
and the Social Credit Party 
whip in the British Columbia 
legislature. 
Mussaliem said Tuesday 
he bought he winning ticket 
from John Miks, an NDP 
researcher. 
"It's a plot. I'll have to 
check to make sure it doesn't 
explode," MusasUem said on 
being informed he had won. 
Suspect  held in Ki t imat robbery  
John Franklin Brown, 31, of Houston, B.C., has been Kltimat RCMP said. to call the Kitimat detachment of the RCMP at 632- 
arrested in conjunction with the armed robbery of 
three Overwaitea employees in Kitimat Saturday 
evening, 
Brown was arrested Monday night in MasseS and 
charged with robbery, use of a firearm while corn- 
mitring a robbery, and the theft of a motor vehicle, as 
well as charges of possession of stolen property in 
connection with both the auto and the money. 
Hewas to be remandedin custody late Tuesday, and 
tM to anvear in court Thursday for a bail hearing. 
The vehicle alleged to have been used in therobbery 
was round at the Northland ock in Kitimat, and with 
the cooperation of Alcan security personnel and 
several members of the general public, Brown was 
apprehended in MasseS, police said. 
Police also said that the majority of the $8,500 from 
the robbery has been recovered, but the cheques in- 
volved have not yet been located. Kitimat RCMP 
request the aid of the general public in the recovery of 
e cheouss, Anvnn~ hay|no  |n fn~' la f tnn  ;o  - -  o 
7111. 
Brown is being held in cusSedly in Kittmat pending 
Thursday's haft hearing. 
Police add that the handgun believed used in the 
robbery was found in the car located at Northland 
dock, which was stolen from the Kitimat area. The 
license plates on the vehicle had been obscured by 
mud for the robbery, described as "a slick job." It was 
apparently a case of a well-planned event which went 
. . . . . . .  i! 
i :  
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Opposition stalls gov't borrowing'l Be, 
• NEWS EFS 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Op- government anew for not Commons committee study behind the governor more than the Liberals had behind similar efforts in 
position MPs stalled ap- 
proval in principle Tuesday 
of a bill to give the govern- 
ment power to borrow nn 
additional $7 billion during 
the current iLeal year. 
Ltberaln and New 
Democrats took turns so- 
eusing the Conservatives of 
abandoning elect ion 
promises and foresaking the 
economic policies they ad- 
vanced uring their years in 
opposltiou. 
And they blasted the 
recalling Parliament soon 
after the May 22 election and 
for delaying its first budget 
until late next month. 
Government House Leader 
Walter Baker accused the 
Liberals of obstructing 
legislation that had been 
proposed by their govern. The committee plans to 
ment in the last Parliament ask Bouey to explain why 
- -  "It's like hitting your interest rates have been 
mother." pushed to record levels 
Liberal demanded thnt during the last year. 013- 
Finance Minister John position MPs accused 
Cresbto appear before the Cresble of trying to hide 
of the Bank of Canada before Crooble told the Commons 
Governor Gerald Bouey. on Tuesday that the 
They were ruled out of government eeds up to $7 
order when they attempted billion more this year to 
to make approval in prin. meet its seeds during the 
cip!e of the bill impo~lble fiscal year that ends March 
before Crueble appeared 3L 
before the committee. 
Liberal finance'critic Herb 
Gray (Windsor West) said 
Ms calculations showed that 
the $7 billion would give the 
government borrowing 
authority equivalent to $13.5 
billion this year - -  $3.5 billinn 
anticipated, most other developed 
Gray said the Con- nations. 
sorvatives presumably want Re attributed the lag to 
this extra cushion because cuts in government spending 
they fear Mower economic and to the fact that 
growth or because they plan multinational corporations 
~t01ProPdolar up the Canadian prefer to have most of their 
on international re,arch done near their 
money markets, head offices abroad. 
David Oriikow (NDP- To force private industriea 
Winnipeg North) said to increase their efforts,' 
research and development Orlikow propoesd an income 
projects by government, tax surcharge that corn- 
private industry and panics could recover only if 
universities are lagging far they provided more funds 
Energy ministers agree .except on the price 
By PHILIP MAIL to the East ff imports were supplies of crude oil ann in the United States, pays more additional revenues are ~ primary oilproducer. But he 
disrupted. ~my Judgment hat's a very. for oil than Canada does. CALGARY (CP) -- 
Provincial energy ministers 
were unanimous on the 
problems of oil supply in 
Eastern Canada Tuesday but 
remained sharply divided on 
the puzzling issue of oil 
pricing. 
The ministers Laued n 
communique at the end of a 
twedny closed meeting 
warning that Eastern 
Canada could face serious oil 
shortages in the event of a 
major disruption i  imports. 
The communique said 
there is no effective tran- 
sportatim or storage system 
that would ensure a fair 
distribution of Canadian oil 
A member of the Alberta 
delegation said oil supply' said Leitch. 
was a major topic on the "The risks of something 
agenda and minLters had serious happening in the 
not expected to make much world .that would 
progress toward agreement 
on a formula for increasing 
the price of domestic rude 
oil. 
"The meeting wasn't 
called for that purpose," 
said Ontario Energy 
Minister Robert Welch. 
Alberta Energy Minister 
Merv Lelteh told reporters 
supply, not' price, is the key 
question for Canada. 
"We are dependent to a 
Mgnifieant extent on world 
tenuous ource of supply," Welch said ell supplies this 
winter would be tlght but the 
situation would be 
manageable. 
Ontario L seeking an open 
significantly reduce thuse meeting of first ministers to 
supplies are very greaL" discuss oil pricing and the 
He dismissed Ontario's use of the added revenue 
concerns that rapid in- from blghar prices. 
creases inprice would lesobn "I  see no way an 
the competitiveness of its oil- agreement can he reached at 
dependent manufacturing such a meeting," said 
industry. Leltch. Pricing agreements 
"We have to be conscious have historically been 
of the fpct that Canada has concluded between Ottawa 
the lowest energy costs.,.in andthe producing provinces. 
the industrialized world." Welch said Ontario wants 
He said Canadian in- toproteetconanmersugaiest 
dustry's chief competitor, high prices and ensure that 
to develop renewable energy 
sotlrce~. 
"Before there's any fur. 
ther increase beyond (the 
scheduled $1-a-barrel in- 
crease) Jan. I, 1980, this 
whole question of what's to 
happen to the revenues 
generated by these increases 
has to he resolved," he said. 
Welch said Ontario wants 
a say in the debate, But he 
agreed the pricing 
ngresmeat will ultimately be 
between Ottawa and the 
producing provinces. 
Quebec Energy Minister. 
Yves Berube denied there is 
an alliance forming between 
his province and Alberta, the 
It was a hot night down at ' the club 
By JOHN HENEY 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Fire 
Tuesday destroyed the 
Rideau Club and damaged 
the Langevin Block which 
houses the prime minister's 
office before a bedazzled 
audience of thousands 
gathered on Parliament HiLl 
to watch the spectacular 
blaze. 
The fire engulfed the 68- 
yearold club, a bastion of 
Victorian exclusiveness, 
minutes after the alarm at 
WEDNESDAY 
5:17 p.m. EDT. None of the 
12 injuries among the more 
than 50 firemen who fought 
the blaze was considered 
serious. 
Heat and smoke buildup is 
believed to have caused a 
massive explosion as the 
interior wal l  of the second 
floor gave way, Firemen 
were forced to retreat from 
their ladders ns the flames 
broke through the roof. 
Former Gov.-Gen. Roland and named for Father of 
Miehener, the only club Confederation Heetor-LouL 
member in the building, Langevin, the building 
escaped with staff after houses Prime Minister 
smoke was discovered Clark's office and cabinet 
coming from the basement, staff. 
A dinner for Gov..Gen. Ed Clark was not in the 
Schreyer was scheduled for building as smoke and then 
Nov. 29. flames forced staff busy 
Firemen fought late into sa lvag ing  va luab le  
the night to contain a blaze documents o evacuate. The 
on the roof of the Langevin government spent more than 
Block after sparks leapt he $4 million in 1976.77 to 
sti'eet between the two renovate the building which 
buildings. Completed in 1889 now has fire damage to half 
the roof and fourth floor and 
extensive smoke damage. 
t p 
5 p.m. to midnight 
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Police blocked off three 
city blocks in front of the 
Parliament Buildings where 
MPs' and senators continued 
debate on government 
financial problems. 
AdJacent.te but upwind of 
the blazing club, the U.S., 
embassy was evacuated and 
incurred smoke and water 
damage. Stores along the 
Sparks Street shopping mall 
behind the club were flooded. 
A worker in a branch of 
Henry.Birks jewellery store 
said the basement was 
awash in 50 eentimetres of
water. 
The Rideau Club. was 
founded in 1865 by rich Of- 
towans led by Sir John A. 
Mncdonald. The club has 
counted prime ministers, 
Governors.General and 
• to $2.5 million, was covered 
by  insurance, with donated 
paintings valued at. more 
than $100,050. The original 
petition to  the Governor-  
s General and Queen Victoria 
to establish the club .is' he- 
lieved to have been lest in the 
q~:  ,.'~p..*~r VL¢'~:* ' 
bMst/m~lhefls/~tal 
, Commission, 4vhlch,.- ku/,,~of. 
flees in the .buildiug," lest 
original, tools used in the 
construction of the historic 
Ridenu Cnnal through Of- 
, taws, and $100,000 of equip- 
meat. , , 
The government has .ex. 
propriated all ~ buildings 
around the club to ac- 
,commodate .a ~rowing 
parlta~entary staff. The fire 
comes Just weeks after the 
government sealed a ~4.5. 
milllea deal.with the United 
, States to move its embassny 
of f  We l l ington  St reet ,  
mak ing  the  fu l l  b lock  
available for government 
use .  . , .  , .  ~fw ~; ;  ,s, ~. 
l~t~lH i~ l~-~ ~ ,~ 
pulse a pp~[p. ~¢~,~,t,p~ a y 
~!nce~J~6,~'TdUf~g to 
an end rumors thnt the 72- 
year-old Soviet leader had 
r died. 
He turned o~:'Wit~h oiher 
top Kremlin officials to greet 
visiting South Yemeul leader 
,#,bdul Fattah Ismail, the 
~oviet news agency Tans 
reported. 
Brezhnev's airport ap- 
pearance for the arrival 
ceremony marked the first 
time he had been seen in 
public since he returned 
from a trip to East Get. 
many. 
The Soviet president's ab- 
eence from public view 'and 
his failure to meet with 
visiting Syrian President 
Hafez Aasad last week, had 
prompted a flurry of rumors 
that Brezhnev wan. gravely 
ill or dead. 
, SyrLn official had been 
told that Breshnev was ill, 
but the specific nature or 
medical seriousness of his 
malady was not disclosed. 
Tees said Bro.~Inev was 
Joined by Foreign Minister 
Andrel Gromyko, D~,tence 
Minister Dmitri Ustinev and 
other Soviet officials in 
welcoming Ismail. 
was unequivocal in sup- 
parting an increase in the 
domestic price to in- 
ternational leveL. 
Berube said artificially 
low prices encourage wnsta 
and discourage development 
of alternative energy 
sources. The political un- 
certainty in- nn artificial 
price " system also 
discourages industrial  
ventures. ' 
Domestic ell now sells for 
$13,75 a barrel, about $10 
below the international 
price. Each $1 increase adds 
about hree cents a gallon to 
the price 'of gasoline and 
home heating oil. 
FA UL T 
FOUND 
SEATTLE (AP)  - -  New 
evidence on a suspected 
fault In the vicinity of,a 
proposed nuclear power 
plant in the ~kagit River 
Valley, means the plant is 
unlikely to get a licence 
before its zoning permit 
expires Dec. 31 say 
federal officials. " 
"It 's Ib~k{hg ~'bry 
unlikely n" limited work 
a.uthorization will be 
issued by then," Richard 
B lack ,  Nuc lear  
Regulatory Commission 
attorney, said Tuesday. 
"In fact, it's nearly im- 
possible." 
He said the new 
evidence obtained by the 
U.S. Geological Survey 
involves a fault zone 
L~.ate~An tha~Sl~n.~Jmin | 
~..a.n.~s  enending..m,.| 
-wim/~.ntne or'le~mges.vf.I 
the plant site near Satire |
Woliey. [ 
The suspected fault 
structure L apparently 
not associated with 
known faults in the area, 
he sa id . .  
In a report to the 
commission last m.ont~n ~ 
the survey sa id . tb~|  
plant's desl~q~"  ~f~'~ 
enough to withstand an~'l 
anticipate.d earthquakes | 
at the site, _ . . . .  [ 
"The question now is 
whether that finding is 
still valid," said Ed Case, 
a deputy to commission 
chairman Harold Denton. 
The ~.8 billion plant, 
proposed by Puget Sound 
Power and Light, already 
faces a non-binding 
referendum on the Nov. 6 
ballot by Skagit County 
voters. If built, it would 
provide about 1 ½ times 
the amount of power now 
used by the city of Seattle. 
Aides to Representative 
AI Swift Dem-Wash. said 
Tuesday they had been 
told the fault is active, 
meaning it can cause 
earthquakes, by Robert 
Morris, chief of nuclear 
site review investigation 
for the survey. ,...~: 
Morrls ..-would- .not- 
confirm or deny whether 
the fault could cause 
tremors. 
Black said the survey 
doesn't know whether the 
suspected fault Is active. 
Puget Power officials 
said Tuesday no plan has 
been worked out if the 
count ry  zon ing  
authorization expires 
before federal approval of 
the project. 
The commission an- 
nounced last week it has 
postponed hearings on the 
p lant ,  o r ig ina l ly  
scheduled to resume 
Thurnday, saying that 
survey officials needed to 
study new information on 
the faults. A meeting has 
been scheduled Friday 
for commission, survey 
and Puget Power officials 
to discuss the new 
evidence. 
The Skagit- ls land 
Medical Society passed a
resolution Monday op- 
posing construction of the 
plant. Some ductern in 
British Columbia have 
also questioned the 
location of the ,site. 
MIDDLETOWN, Pal (AP) 
- -  Technicians at the 
damaged Three Mile Island 
nuclear generating complex 
don't know why a system 
deslgl~ed to filter radioactive. 
water Is not functioning 
properly, but they think the 
problem'ia caused by n 
bubble in a ~0-metro-loug 
pipe. :' 
Nearly seven months ago, 
another bubble fouled 
emergency  coo l ing 
procedures for the nuclear 
plant leading to what is 
believed to have been the 
worst accident ever nt a. 
commercial nuclear power 
plant in the U.S. 
That famous bubble was 
made of hydrogen. Plant 
eftictak say the current one, 
if it in fact exists, is merely 
air and is troublesome but 
net particularly dangerous. 
Robert Arnold, chief of 
recovery operations at the 
plant, saldTuesnay that 
there are four or five 
possible reasons why a new 
iS-million water purifieation 
system, called Eplcor II, 
won't work. 
"The most likely two (pos- 
solbllitles) are that there is 
some pluggage in the line or 
there is an air leak in the line 
that disrupts the vacuum 
system," he said. 
Arnold said that if air gets 
into the five.centimetre pipe 
carrying water from a 
storage tank to the b'eai. 
ment system, pumps would 
Just moke the air bubble 
expand instead of pulling 
water through the pipe. 
SALT agreement shaky 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
U.S.  Senate Republican 
leader Howard Baker says 
recent dose votes in the 
foreign relations committee 
point to rough soiling for the 
strategic arms limitation 
treaty when it reaches the 
Senate floor. 
The vote was 8 to 7 
Tuesday when the com- 
mittee rejected a Baker 
amendmeKt toallow the U.S. 
to have as many heavy in- 
tercontinental ball istic 
missiles as the Soviet Union, 
a stop opposed by the Carter 
admintstratlen ns militarily 
unaocceasary. • 
Last week, the committee 
voted 9 to 6 to turn down an- 
other Baker amendment to
count the Soviet Backfire 
bomber as a strategic 
weapon under treaty 
limitations. 
The panel was voting 
today on two additional 
Baker amendments, both 
dea l ing  w i th  the  Sov ie t  
Union's 308 .heavy SS-18 
missiles. 
One would require the 
elimination of the SS-18 and 
reduce the aggregate 
ceilings on Soviet ndesilas 
set by the treaty by 308. 
The other states that ff 
U.S. and Soviet negotiators 
do not succeed ineliminating 
the Soviet missiles by 1961, 
"the treaty would be of no 
further force or effect." 
Begin Wins .the test 
JERUSALEM"CAP) '~- =i Begin'r,~ca!ied Defence 
Prime Minister Menachem M~inleter Ezar Weizman 
Begin~on his first test hi the 
winter.~ekslon ~ the4~deli 
.parliament', as, p!:edieted 
~'u~tlay,. defeating a par~l 
of liv,~ no.con/idenc~ n ~  
by a 12-veto margin. 
The 120-seat Kneseet, 
Israel's parliament, voted 59 
to 47 to reject he oppesitlon 
Labor Party motions 
charging Begln's gov-  
e rnment  with blundering in 
its handHug of the economy resigned as foreign minister 
and its' policies toward Sunday because of his 
Jewish settlements in the inability to modify the 
occupied West Bank. government's hard line on 
.... The K nesast~.~vot~:pn]y ~p~. t i~n au~my,  voL~d 
~c#,~l~oti~,~M~a "~,~th~ ~'~ve~h~ as lie 
Raid just in case 
~.SALISBURY (Reuter ) -  against the positions of 
The latest ground and air Joshua Nkomo's Zimbabwe 
raid into Zambia was aimed People's Revolutionary 
.at preventing a buildup of Army ended Tuesday, the 
Patriotic Front guerrillas communique said. 
lnfiltr~tJ~. into Zimbabwe But Zambian. President 
~o~s ia ,  mi l t |a ry  Kenneth Kaunda said in 
~,~orit i~eaid in Sp~ LtDQka that Zimbabwe 
~t~b~,, , :o~,~ obs~n~ l~m~P ~M~ d South African 
-thmpa were:still in Zambia 
A n~tary '~adqnarters after launching coordinated 
communique said in- attacks in the past week. 
telilgence reports had in- Contradicting the an. 
dicated a "terrorist hafld, nouncement from Salisbury 
up" at a fortified camp about that he operntiou had ended, 
40 kilometrss from the old the president said "both the 
frontier crossing point of rebel forees and the racist 
Chimndu. " forces 
The three-day operation soil." are still on Zambian 
It's a turnabout 
.ft~om EgyPt imd four other 
,~mbe~,~,~s  Likud Bloc to boLtor 
Ms forces, which normally 
include 41 members of 
Likud, 12 from the National 
Religious Party, seven from 
the Democratic Movement, 
and four from Agudat Israel. 
Moshe Dayan, who 
Democrats squeak a win 
' i :  COPENHAGEN ~ (Reuter) Tuesday's general eleellan, 
- -  Prime Minister Asker four more than they held in 
Joergensen said Tuesday he the last parliament. 
will form a minority The Liberals and three 
government after his Social other centre-right parties in 
Democrats staved off a the opposition bloc, gained 
centre-rlght challenge in two seats to capture a total of 
Denmark's general election S5 of the 179 seats. 
Tuesday. . The opposition bloc had 
The Social Democrnts,. called for a two-year freeze 
Whose coalition with the on wages and prices to '  
Liberal collapsed earlier reduce Denmark's 12.per. 
this month in a dispute over cent inflation, rising 
Denmark's economic erisls, unemployment and large 
captured . 69 seats in foreign debt. 
• Shah suffer ing cancer 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  today, but declined to 
Guarded by his private ~vhatioformatico, ifany,~aa~ 
security force and a veil of been obtained through 
secrecy, Shah Mohammad various tests already 
Resa Pahtavi, ousted ruler of completed. 
Iran, undergoes more tests A state department 
today at a New York hospital source, who asked not to be 
amid reports he has been identified, said the shah had 
treated for cancer for years, a blocked bile duct and was 
A hospital administrntor , suffering from cancer, He 
_.sald.ruports on the shah's did not specify the type of 
condition would I~ updated cancer. 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  A situation. But his motion 
Progressive Conservative failed to get the unanimous 
hack.bencher could hardly support required. 
contain his glee Tuesday as The NDP made erosion of 
he rose in the Commeas to medicare a major issue in 
chide New Democrats about the last federal election 
a subject dear to their hearts campaign and reserved its 
- -  medicare, sharpest criticism for 
Dan McKenzle (Winnipeg- provinces ruled by Con. 
Aasiniboine) claimed that 30 sorvatlve governments, 
per cent of the doctors in McKenzietriedtoturnthat 
So~katchewan nQw bill their argument around Tuesday 
p~.~pnte dlr~tly .ann the oy suggesting that medicare 
prt)~Vi~.~'s, b~u~et for was in better hands under 
m.~.~|c~re,/~es clecreesed the Conservative govern. 
si~[ieai~tl~ in roc~nt years ment of Manitoba than in 
"under ~i'NDP"govemment. Saskatchewan, where a CCT 
Amid loud NDP objections government had pioneered 
and government applause, universal health.care in- 
McKenzie proposed an surance nearly two decades 
immediate inquiry into the ago. 
I 
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Municipality hears good news f rom Fraser 
The District of Terrace municipality's plan. 14111 properties in last be some confusion did. not come through ministrator Bob Hullsor 
will receive a check for "That figure is November's floods. High- regarding the paving of with its share of the cost, has pointed out the between Eby and Kenney of that figure. The 
probably /ncorrect," he " MI3,000. within the next ways Minister Alex 
two weeks to pay for confirmed. 
damage to its water The I)intrictof Terrace Fraser revealed.Monday 
syJtems property, but had expected to pay the $83,000 payment was 
will have to wait for an $45,000 towards the entheway. 
answer for funding of the project. The rise in costs ' There still appears to 
Highway 16 between Eby 
and Keuney in Terrace. 
The municipality had 
budgeted for the project 
last year. The province 
so the project was province has budgeted 
shelved. The total cost of 
the project according to for curbs and gutters on 
the ministry is $563,000. both sides of the street, 
Mun ic ipa l  ad -  which is not the 
propesed paving project may force a reevaluation 
on Highway 16. minister said the 
The municipality had municipality would be 
been waiting for a final informed in the 
assessment of the foreseeable future if the 
damage sustained to the project is financed in the 
deep creek and Kalum 1980 budget. 
Natives protest name LABORHASA Radar said 
QUESTIONAIRE not that easy Close to 20 people demonstrated in front of a Prince prominently displayed the program's subtitle, Apache 
Rupert radio station Tuesday to protest a program to Pass. Thb Kitlmat and District Labor Council will be VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A brings in heavy fog Oct. 12. 
ministry of transport official The area currently is in a bebroadcastonCFTKtelevisionat6p.m.Wednesday. Smith says Lilmatainen's argument hat the co- putting out a questionaire for municipal and eays the federal government radurshadow area. 
• However, It in the show's controversial title 'Apache producersofSkeenaJournaI, DebiPalletlerandPeter regional district candidates in the Nov. 19 ' didnctigsorearequestfora Some officials believe 
Pass' rather than the content itself which has raised Reynold-Long, did not invent he name Apache Pass elections here. second Burrard Inlet radar second radar coverage ofthe 
the ire of native people in Prince Rupert. simply "doesn't hold water". However, Smith says Paul Johnson, a spokesman for the local labor that mlght have helped to area might have prevented 
Apache Pass, which will be shown on Sksena "l~hdeO~ene2bls~rma~/:nls~s one in particular", lobby says the candidates' answers will .be L~event the ramming of the the collision, which has put 
Journal tonight, depicts the  lower Third Avenue s in front of CHTK, a sister published, canadian l~atlonalRaflways the brtdgsontofconunisalon 
district of the municipality. The term Apache Pass, station of CFTK, are not expected to continue ca '~he exact wording of the questions has yet to bridge, for at least three months, 
while in common use, has a negative connotation, Wednesday. Smith indicated he will watch the be approved by the council exocuilve,"Johuson Crestionofasecondrndar crippling rail traffic in 
station is a long process, Vancouver harbor. according to Native Indian spokesmen, program, and has contacted Prince Rupert MLA said, '"out he questions will be on development, Captain David Johns, chief The Coast Guard is con. 
Graham Lea and Skema MP Jim Fulton about the and attitudes to unions." of the Canadian vessel duetlng a formal In- 
"We cannot apologize for the area being called matter. Labor will not be running aslate 'of candidates, traffic management section, vesUgatlon I to the col]Igloo 
Apache Pass, we did not originate the term," ex- Lihnatainen says the seat/on has no other esponse, Johnson said. said Tuesday. 
plained Walt Liimateinen, manager of CFTK while eight suits filed as a 
television, at least until the protesters view the actual program. "We will, however, be making it quite clear The request, made by the re~nlt of the collklon await 
Don Smith, former bond manager for the Port The controversial program originated out of a brief who our preferred choices are, ' ~ Id  Johnson. Pacific region ot the Coast legal action. 
CBC segment depicting Apache Pass. Guard almost two years aso, Johns said the request was 
Simpson Band and spokesman for the demonstrators, "We didn't feel the CBC piece was representative, is still being p~ceseed and studied by the ministry and 
said their basic complaint wesinregarda to anad enongn or comp~heusive enough and we wanted to do , . - ,  S e a l s  the rsdar maybe inatsl]ed approved in principle last 
published in this week's 'Closeu p' magazine. The ad itfrom a localpointofview,"Idimatsinenesid, mas by 19~, he said. February. 
The radar will give Tom Kew, regional 
Dog control referendum 
is ready to go to the voters 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Regional District 
of Kltlmat-Stikine has 
given final approval to 
submit a dog control 
bylaw for Thorn~l  and 
the Copperside Estate 
districts for a Nov. 17 
re ferendum.  The 
proposa lmust  first 
receive approvei from 
the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs. '..:,,: ?:,' ,,t , ;,. 
Harold Reay, the 
Reg iona l  D is t r i c t  
proposal would inalude c o s t s h a r 1 n g 
funding for a building arrangement for the 
unit to house the dogs, Terrace Arena and 
employees for the set- smimming pool, sti l l  
vice, and a vehicle. The needs government ap- 
taxpayers would be proval before going to 
assessed in the proz~mity referendum. It now 
of 7 mills, appears the proposal will 
not pass in time to be 
Another bylaw ex- submitted to a Nov. 17 
pected to receive final vote. 
reading, never got to a 
vote. at.~ Saturday's Construction will start 
regularmeeting o f ' the  soon en the Thornhill 
regional district board of. Water System project 
directors. Bylaw 115, says Treasurer Harold 
studies now completed, 
the contracts for the 
project have been 
awarded to Bud's Truck 
and Equipment Ltd., 
Cewe Const ruct ion  
Company Ltd., and 
Stance Projects Ltd. 
The regional district 
has decided to consult 
with the Terrace district 
council on plans to build a 
Joint refuse site. The idea 
is to put together a 
committee and have 
consultations with in- 
e 
campazgn starts 
The 17/9 Britl~ Columb~ 
Chrkin~s Seal Campsigs, 
with a target Of r/ls,ORi, will 
itart on November 1 with the 
mailing of 190,~0 appeal 
isttem to homes, throughout 
the province. By the end 
the month, m~ than 1,~00,000 
homes and buslnmses in 
BHtlsh Columbia will have 
received their Christmas 
Soak in the mali. 
Every year since 1903, 
Canadians have used 
Chrktmu Seals on their 
Chrktnms cards and parcels 
us a symbol of their supt~t 
for the research and PODUc 
educetiou in the field of 
respiratory disease, Bet- 
ween 1903 and the early 
19~0's, funds raised by the 
annual Christmas Seal 
. ~on coverage to the manager o~ the Coast Guard 
area east of Second aids and waterways division, 
Narrows, particularly in the said there is no delay and the 
area where the ship Japan ~8-miUinn project should be 
Erica collided with the CNR completed hythe end of 1962. research, treatment and prevention of tuberculosis, 
but In recent years, the 
w . . . ,  FALL CHECK-UP medicine hgs come under the Christmas Seal umbrella. 
British Columbia Lung up to 
AMouktinn President R.W. 
(Bill) King, of Vancouver, 
says that since the "wonder 
drugs" capable of treating 
tuberculosis were introdaeed 
about hirty years ago, the 
focus of attention of 
Chr i s tmas  Sea l  
organizations around the 
world has shifted to include 
ouch lung dlseuen as asth. 
ms~ 
The Christmas Seal 
Committee Chairman for 
Terrace is Mr. Alan San- 
dercott of 4619 Qusemway 
Includes $24.  pies tax 
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will replace a northern runaway rail tanker cars left and sra~ meatless. 
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"~that wu;destr0y~d b.y',tb'e, .roomettes south ~.~,  4~etween.,rsw a~ '-govern-: Tayk~,..a -Mlla~ mmr. tim 
cutting a m~6r~-tta'n. men exploded, dest/0yinlg hient'~flehi~alul."shlpl~'~ ~ by',-tV'iocomMlvea 
sportation route and threat, the 430-metrs structure. The in the Fort NekenFort St. and some railway ears 
eaing the economy o~ Fort fire cut the vital rail link John area Tuesday prndured marooned northof the beak. 
Nels~ in northeastern B.C. between part of the Pea~ the temporary brldg~ Jo- It will then be ~rsuof~red to 
River country and the rest of lutlen, trucks and d~lvon the five ~ Rail officials say the tern. 
porary bridge should allow 
normal shipping. 
The prefabricated bridge 
will he put acres the Pine 
River, which Joins the Peace 
River near the burned 
trestle, to allow B.C. Rail to 
use most of it#,ti'sdt.'and 
reduce the ne~t f#r eztefid~ 
trucking, offldais say. 
The bridge will be in place 
in about a week. 
B.C, Raft's service to the 
B.C. 
MaePhnn, mayor d 
Fort Nelson, which is about 
~00 kilome~'es north ~ here, 
said his town of about S,~00 
laced.ace .no mt.c d~th '~ 
nawnum ouutun8 oown ~1 
hundreds thrown ~Zit of work 
unless an alternate link was 
developed. 
B.C. Rail is the main 
carrier far the town's ferest 
products and sulphur and for 
B.C. Rail spokesman Hugh 
• Armstrong said the tem- 
porary bridge and options to 
renHncato f re t  through 
Dawson Creek should allow 
I~l=p . eru to move as much 
The h,~'e win be usnd 
mill the burned treatin Is 
replaced by an earth-fill 
esmeway, which should take 
about wo months, Economlc 
kllometrsa across the 
temporary Pine River 
bridge to a B.C. Raft station 
at Teco, Just south of the 
~rsstk, where it will be re. 
leaded onto rail ear=. 
A B~lley bri~e, a 
fa l l , span  u~d m~m-'! 
,. ~ .u~.ed ~ t~hi~- 
ways ministry. I/owever, 
minktry offlctak said it will 
be about awouk before It can 
be ~lMd.. 
Placer hir ing new workers , . . . ,  
VICTORIA (CP) - -  A 
decision by Placer 
Development to hire 
replacements for striking 
workers at its Endako' 
molybdenum mine is a 
serinna new element in the 
eight-month strike, say= a 
union spokesman. 
Peter Cameron of the 
Canadian Association of 
industrial, Mechanical and 
Allied Workers said the 
union wants to end the bitter 
dispute, hut Pincer's deci- 
elan to hire scabs could 
prevent any settlement. 
Union and company 
reprmentatlves 8re menlin~ 
here with Labor Ministor 
Wife's 
worth  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
Coquiilam man hes been 
awarded l~4,e~ for the lees 
has wife who was killed 
when ilia ear she was driving 
was crushed'by an osrth. 
moving machine. 
Mr. Justice D. R. Vershere 
said Tuesday In B.C. 
Supreme Court that in 
aseeseing the loss suffered 
by Karl.Helnz Heldt through 
the death of his wife, Ruth, 
who was a devoted end in- 
dmtrtous wife and mother, 
he should SO to the upper 
range of awards and beyond 
it because of the decline in 
the value of money. 
Heldt, who lives with his 
five children, sued under the 
Familim Compenestim Act, 
alleging negllge~e on the 
part of Jack Cewe Ltd., who 
re~tnd the earth mover, 
Ginger Holdings Ltd., 
owners and operator Brian 
David Gibson. 
He awarded 14B,000 t~ 
Heldt, plus $17,800 to be 
divided among the childre n
and ~M,49~ damages 
Allan Wlilisma. Company 
spokesmen are only saying 
they hope the strike can be 
resolved. 
However Placer earlier 
announced it will hire 
workers to replace 1= union 
members who have ter- 
minatod their employment 
since the shutdown began 
Feb. 14. There were about 
500 unlou workers at the 
mine located about 190 
kilometres west d Prince 
.td he. 
fldont the two sides can 
resolve their differences, 
and he intends to keep their 
negstlator8 here for as long 
as possible. 
The c=npony and union 
are deadlocked outhe size of 
a wage iucreaou and e union 
demand for amnesty for 13 
workers accused ~ picket- 
line violence. Base rate 
under the previous enntract 
w=s !18.43 an hour. 
The dispute has been 
marred by vlolonce since the 
company has continued 
product ion  w i th  
management end non-unl~. 
pemoonel and has shlppad 
IdghWined molybdenum by 
truck through the picket 
lines. 
~ero~ the canyon, wMch ~ 
wu a bug when the tmtle 
wu orlSna~y built. Dam, 
on the Pesca have dried tit up 
since then. 
Meanwhile, RCMP and 
railway lnveat~tm e~- 
t ined  interviewing B.C. 
Raft employees about the 
nmaw~y cars. 
These  ,ureunaUy~t en 
the sidings with thek ~ . 
end leclUd into l~Itt~ 
with I D-rail, a.|lml b~r that 
fits, over  the tracks to  
p'e~eny~m0vemsnt... ', 
Ondl We~ remase4 ormwr ,  
used, a Port' ~. J~n  RCMP . . . .  
' i '  cl" r' " 
"n A ugget , . . . .  ~ :, 
mforrnahon: ' :::?i!:; 
Mining employs or supports 
over 55,000 people in B.C. 
In addition to employing over 15,500 people in B.C., mining 
supports over 40,000 others in our province.* These are people 
in companies which provide services, supplies and equipment 
for the mining industry. It's also estimated that 110,000 other 
workers throughout Canada are supported by mining activity 
in B.C. Mining is a major economic force in our province... 
and growing! 
THE MIN ING ASSOOIAT ION OF  BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  
"Building • stronger B.C." 
. ~ *Source: 1978 Price Wele,house sludy el 8G. mining industry. 
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With the people you need by placing a classified ad 
in Daily Herald. The classified section puts 
you in touch with people in the market for homes, 
apartments, jobs, boats, investments, furniture, 
musical instruments, cars and trucks. You name 
it! Our classifieds get results! 
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EDITORIAL 
We.recently levelled criticism at the 
provincia l  government for wasting 
money on television advertising aimed 
at combatting drinking and driving. 
As well as spending money on slick 
television commercials, messages that 
~ )hreach to the converted and do not reach 
e offenders, the attorney general's 
department is making available course 
material for a program designed to 
make high school and iunior high school 
students aware of the danger of drinking 
excessively. 
While this has more merit than the 
expensive blurbs the governm¢:.'~ is 
touting as its counter to a serious social 
problem, does It go far enough? 
Nol Senior and even junior high school 
students have most of their life patterns 
already f i rmly set. In fact, many 
teenagers have drinking problems and 
will already be unreachable. 
This program should start earlier and 
follow through with Intensive individual 
counselling of youngsters who take the 
anti.social path of the heavy drinker. 
Jack Kelly, Jack Kelly, 
Don't show them your belly; 
For the knife will slide easy and deep. 
In examining political parties, a common question 
which arises is whether the members there of shape 
Influence the party or whether the philosophy and 
concepts of the party attracts a certain type of in- 
dividual. 
The most prevelant view is that a party's concepts 
a~d underlying ehtics, or lack of them, attract people 
with similar views. The more severe those views are 
the greater is their force to consolidate the underlying 
concepts of the party, both in policy and in tactics. 
I doubt very much that the situation in the Social 
Credit Party regarding the so-called 'dirty tricks' 
would have been tolerated and would certainly not 
have been given any sustenance under the leadership 
of the late W.A.C. Bennett. He was a hard cam- 
Imlgner, a rough campaigner, a shrewd judge of 
human character. All of his campaigning, though, was 
uPl front--out in the open. 
t seems to me that a party leader who will start a 
campaign by labelling his opponents as Nazis is bound 
thereby, and by other actions, to set a tone for his 
party which is not a very savory one. Any sueh ex- 
he, me and strident declaration is bound to attract 
others to follow suit-whether or not they are members 
of that person's party. Witness the desecration of NDP 
election signs in the Smithers area by spray-painting 
swastikas on them. ' " .. 
What has occurred in the past few. ~ears Is that a 
different ype of person has been moved to the top 
ranks in the Social Credit Party. In other words, the 
earlier and more thoughtful influences in Social Credit 
have been pushed to one side by those who believe that 
extremism is ustifled in the quest for power. 
So-calied dirty tricks have been used in politics 
before as I know from personal experience for I have 
been subjected to them. Dirty tricks will probably 
occur again at some time or other. What makes dirty 
hicks even dirtier and sickening is when they receive 
the endorsement, whether by silence or otherwise, of 
the officers and elected representatives of a party 
which engages in them. 
Jack Kelly, Jack Kelly, 
Their spine is as Jelly; 
And they are the ones who'll lose sleep. 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welc~nes Its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of geneal public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
o 
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"I drink to forget all the things i-n life that cause cancer --why do you ask?" 
ON PIPELINE ISSUE 
Open letter to Joe Clark 
The Right Honorable 
Joseph Clark, 
Prime Minister, 
Dear Sir: 
On October 21, 1979, a 
meeting of members of 
T.A.A.S.K., the B.C. 
Wildlife Federation, and 
the Steelhead Society, 
was held in Terrace, B.C. 
regarding tanker traffic Such legislation could (b) up-dated, and an- 
pipelines or oil ports, include the following forced existing Canadian 
.3. that unlike the former safeguards, laws regarding safety 
administration, your (a) an oil spill con- standards. 
government will in- tingency fund(perhaps (c) have Canada demand 
treduceleglslationtodeal not unlike the Alaska that foreign vessels 
with the risks of existing model) based on royalties carrying crude oil in our 
and proposed tanker paid by oil companies waters be required to 
traffic along our coasts, using our coastal waters, meet our updated 
standards of safety 
double bulls and etc. 
I ottawaB Y ~'m~e~e~sDarJe~bo~;~O~;if : ,  m= .i! 
Victoria, and can't help it. ~." 
This city, the National Capital, bought beauty with ~:~: 
funds from the federal treasury (and thank you for .~ 
those taxes). ~~ 
Others like Toronto, measuring beauty in bigness, .~3 
got that way by a sort of m. dustrlal tithing of the rest of 
the count ry . . .  
But Saint John had to win beauty the hard way, work 
for it. • ::'," 
Saint John beautiful? ' ~i !~ 
If they haven t seen it with a perceptive ye, and .i:~ 
ctured it in their minds from what others, non,;~!~ 
viewers themselves, or those who repeat what other ~ 
people may have told them, the idea of Saint John :• ~!~ 
being beautiful could be taken as the New Brunswick !!~i 
version 'of a Newfie joke. !~ 
But stand in the sliding door bedroom window on a I/=! 
floor high in the Keddy Hotel, itself perched on the .~iil 
crest of a hill look over the water and see only the tope~ i:.ii 
of arching bridges and business towers on another.hl l l . j  
poking through eavy ground fog ot an early morning, ~,i! 
and man, that's a striking real life plctu~, of beau.ty;.i~iii 
The oldest city in Canada, only a couple ot monms ..... 
short of five years from its bicentennial, Saint .John 
has had time to work on it. 
And there's a lot to work on and with. Black rocky 
hills, grassy valleys, and water everywhere, with the 
broad, beautiful gain! John River estuary, the Bay of 
Fandy with the world s highest ides, and out there the . 
North Atlantic. ~:" 
They've made the best of it, treasuring the old ~i~ 
herita e buildings, ancient business blocks and multi-"~ 
color~ frame homes from another century perched [,; 
on almost every nook and cranny in the steep granite ~,,.t~ 
hills. • :. "~ 
They've torn out the old slums beyond repair .and 
repalnting and replaced them wsm new, modern:;', 
buildings or landscaped open spaces, <, 
In the core of the' city they've left a fascinating '~~. 
mixture of old curiosity shops that could have come 'ii'i 
out of London, and glass and steel office towers in the 
style of Toronto. 
Then they've laced the whole complex of almost wo 
centuries, wi th  freeways, soaring bridges and i 
sweeping causeways, ' :~ 
Used to be that the youth of Saint John, as from all : 
the Atlantic regions, "went down the read" to what : 
they thought was bigger, better opportunity in the 
Boston States and Upper Canada. ~.  , . . . .  ' 
Mo.re recently, glows.Mayor Sam.~Daw~ savorlng 
the ki/tisfacti0n, . the tide has turned with ~vhat he calls ~.,~,. 
:'in.migration" exceeding with pleasing regularity the ",.)~ 
"out-migration." 
People are coming home and new enterprisers are ~,~ 
checking in, drawn by the feel of momentum the city "~: 
generates. 
Sit in the lobby of the hotel.waiting for the 6:45 a.m. i 
bus to the airport and watch the day shift come run- 
ning, not just walking in to work. 
?hose groups were three 
of a large number which 
protested the Kit imat 
Pipleline Proposal. 
The meeting was called 
because the members of 
these B.C. groups are 
afraid that Canadian 
approval may be granted 
to the Trans-Mountain' 
Pipeline proposal before 
adequate environmental 
impact studies are un- 
dertaken. 
Members agreed that 
in view of your for- 
thcoming bilateral talks 
with U.S. President 
Carter, that this letter 
should be written to 
request that you censider 
the following: 
1. a delay in the 
December 6 deadline re 
oil transport to the 
American midwest. 
2. that a 'Thompson type' 
enquiry be called before 
any final decision is made 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir 
Following a meeting with 
concerned parents, Survey 
school superintendent Jack 
Evans lost no time in ter- 
:uinating his policy of 
withholding lunch from 
retarded children as a 
disciplinary measure, 
stating; "We operate a 
public school system and 
respect public opinion. 
Mr. Evans is to be com- 
mended for treating the 
parents with respect and 
conslderatisn. By his prompt 
end graceful acquiescence to 
their opinion, far from losing 
face, Mr. Evans has 
mainta ined  the i r  
cooperation and respect 
while keeping his school 
district, on a calm, un- 
wavering 6ouree, free from 
dissension and consequent 
media coverage. 
The argument over 
whether or not to use lunches 
as a disciplinary measure 
was not crucial to either 
side; thus Mr. Evans could 
safely bow to the parents' 
opinion without Jeopardizing 
the educational welfare 
the students. 
Mr. Hamilton, Superin- 
tendent ...of'. School District 
Nbr. 88,'.tbo, could safely bow 
to the opinion of the Two- 
Mile School parents without 
jeopardizing the educatienal 
welfare of their children. But 
Mr. Hamilton has no respect 
for public opinion. 
Has Mr. Hamilton also 
forgotten that School District 
Nbr. 88 is supposed to 
operate a public school 
system? 
Has the School Board, too, 
forgotten this? 
• Sincerely ours, 
Mrs. Claudette Sandeckl 
Mexico which are  the 
antithesis of Canada's 
wild west coastal waters. 
We would llke to advise 
you that all northern 
groups . who were 
represented at the 
Thompson Enquiry will' 
he invited to our next 
meeting. 
Yours very truly, 
Nadi~ie Asante for 
Although the above Outside, fires are singing in high key on the : 
suggestions comprise an 
incomnlete llst of con freeways and bridges as the city rushes on the job. ~ 
ceres ~e feel the-, ~ lt',s some contrast to a place [~ke O Kawa where th~,:~ 
=,,,='~,, ~a,,too ~,,,.~t n,,. ,woridng~ like. the living, is lelsi~, ely .and ~oma .cltM~,o 
^"~'~'"~ ' ,~,-,ositlon to e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... 
~ '~ '~e- ,~"~t~l  r isk-  Competitive is the word for Saint John these days, ~ 
,=t~,,~, ,,,, those we chose The spirit is typifxed by a young entrepreneur who is . .. 
~o '~'d 'us .  marketing a new and vastly improved line of fibres as  '<- 
far as the Pacific with British Columbia Telephonall -'~' 
To legitimize the and'as widely as with Bell Canada. 
validity of fears such as • Doesn't want his own or his firm's name mentioned, ~.~ 
ours we would point to'he for while he's improving the product all the time why 
recent calamitous, tin- excite the curiosity of possible competitors? :~ 
controllable' spill in the ~ The spirit of initiative and enthusiasm sparks the ... 
comparat ive ly  ~'plp¢'id'~!~int John Shiphullding and Drydnck Company, .~, 
waters of the ~Ulf ~0f ~' ~hei~ei~Gl~g0w-l~orn"pi'~sident"A~dr~w-MeArthur 
jams on his hard hat and in his natty blue business uit 
guides a tour around the sprawling yard to let the :: 
visitors see what he means when he says "we think 
we're the best in the country." 
They're pretty good: successful bidders on tankers 'i 
for Shell and Esso, an icebreaker for Dome Pete, 
vessels for the navy, and deep-sea nd Great Lakes .: 
T.A.A.S.K. 
trade. 
But they're after bigger fish than the 100,000 ton 
carriers they're now turning out. They have their 
credit lines out in Ottawa to help finance expansion to 
land 250,000 tonaers for Dome to bring oil and gas out 
of the Arctic. 
Like to live in Saint John. It has the kind of zing that 
makes you feel good. 
:~:~..~:~.~:~:~.~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~.~:~:~:~;~;~;~;~.:~:~:~:~;~;~;~;~;~.~.:~:~:~;~;.:~;~;~:~:~:.:~:~.~:.:~;.;~;~;~;.;~.~:.~:~:~..~:~:.:~:.~:;:~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:.:.~.:~:~'..:.:~:~:~.~;~:~:::~::~::;:::;:;~:~;.~ 
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TANKI RS THE ISSUE 
":"aid i i g t h p i F thi l l  ppo ..... " oo  s su  rt.,s  .m ss  n e o n t  
Carter, listing Trena 
Mountain as an acceptable 
altmmtlve ff Nwthem Tier 
his problems getting 
f inancing, opposit ion 
Ltherak sccesed the Con- 
m|rvatives of faill~ to pro- 
mote Foothills energetically 
nnooab. 
But offioiain say file key 
point in that the lxdk of the 
U.S. bureaucracy in lesnlng 
toward Tram, Mountain, and 
that project still has a 
chance. 
Although the Tress 
Mountain plan lacks the 
psychological appeal of 
being an "all-American" 
route -- a significant factor 
in the wake of Canada's 
latmt reduction in oil e~r ts  
-- the officials =my it would 
cost 25 per cent le~ for 
transportation ~ then Nor- 
them Tier. 
The lower trsmpaP, ation 
coet could induce financial 
institutions to swing their in- 
fluence behind Trsns 
Mountain, letting better 
pipeline economies take 
precedence over the qunstlon 
of which country gets the 
economic benefit of con- 
structlmt 
By GARRY FAIRBAIRN 
OTTAWA (CP) -- While 
Liberals and Conservatives 
hatter each other in the 
Commons over who has 
given most support to the 
proposed Foothills oll 
pipeline, both sides may be 
missing the point. 
The point, officials close to 
Canada.U.S. energy dealings 
say, in that file Foothills plan 
to build a pipeline overland 
from Alaska and avoid the 
use of tankers never had a 
chance of approval by U.S. 
authorities. 
By trying to push that dead 
horse across the border, riley 
argue, both the former 
Liberal government and the 
current Conservative one 
may have lost a chance to 
exert substantial influence 
on file type of dl-isnker 
transpm'iatlon system being 
planned for Alaskan oil. 
Prime Minister Clark will 
have an opportunity o try to 
make up for any lost time 
early next month, when 
President Carter visits 
Ottawa. Energy and' en- 
vtronmental issues are high 
on their agenda. 
But the complicated con- 
troversy is moving steadily 
cleser to resolution. Carter is 
scheduled to announce his 
decision on a transportation 
system for Alaskan oil in 
early December. 
The basic problem k how 
to get oil from Alaska's 
Prudhce Bay into 'the U.S. 
Midwest, which relied upon 
Canadian nil until Canada 
started reducing oil exports. 
The two-year-old Trans. 
Alaska Pipeline System is 
smoothly moving oil from 
file northern Alaska offshore 
oilflelda to the south Alaska 
port of Vnldez, whence 
tankers relay the oil to 
California and Texas. 
Four basis proposals have 
been made for more direct, 
less costly routes to the U.8. 
Mkhvcst: 
--The planned $1.~ billion 
U.S. Northern Tier pipeline 
would receive the oil in 
Weshingtm state and move 
it east over a new ~,~00- 
kilometre pipeline at the rate 
of 709,000 barrels a day. 
--Trans Mountain Pipe 
Line Co. proposes a $5~0 
million, 840-kllometre line 
carrying ~0,000 barrels a 
day from Washington state 
to the existing pipeline 
system in Alherto, then 
south_ to the ,~.s.-I~tdWeSt. 
--~'oothfllsOil' Pipb Line 
Ltd. has proposed $1,8 
billion, 2,420-kllometre 
pipeline that would carry 
500,000 barrels daffy entirely 
overland, avolding any use 
of tankers. 
--The Kltlmat Pipe Line 
~d~oJect offered a I,~0- 
metre, ~750 million line 
to Alberta from a proposed 
oil port at Kitimat, B.C. 
Un i la tera l  Ot tawa 
rejection of an oll pert at 
K4tinmt In northern British 
Columbia quickly eliminated 
that plan, whichwould have 
had the benefit of sending oil 
tankers elaswhere than the 
narrow navigable channel of 
file Strait of Juan de Fuca. 
But it would have created 
environmental hazards in 
the constricted Kltimat bey 
and nm.thern B.C. islands. 
As its predecessor did, the 
Conservative government 
urged the United States to 
approve Foothills and 
eliminate additional, en- 
vtrenmental hazards to the 
West Coast from oil tankers. 
When U.S. Interior 
Secretary Cecil Andrus 
recently .recommended the 
Northern Tier project to 
.I.. 
%:  
In that sense, the officials 
said, Andrus is recom- 
mending that Trans 
Mountain and Northern Tier 
fight it out in the financial 
marketplace, a recom- 
mendation that Carter is ex- 
poetnd to enderse. 
Two other aspects of 
Andrus's decision that were 
given little publicity would 
reduce environmental 
dangers in any tanker 
system, they soy. 
His recommendation for 
mandatory efinery hookups 
would mean that all four 
refineries on WashinKton's 
Puget Sound would take economics of the existing 
their oil by pipeline from the Alaska pipeline that moves 
same unloading point, thus oil to the port of Valdez. 
elindnating the need for The U.S. energy depart- 
tankers to conUnue ntering ment, among other U.S. 
Puget Sound as they now do. agencies, formally advised 
Andrus and Carter that even 
And Andrca's stipulation without he economic impact that the proposed unloading 
point ha moved substantially on the existing Alaskan line, 
Foothills is too costly: west of Port Angeles, Wash., 
meant that tankers would . "TheFoothills propolal 
spend less time in the Strait does not appear competitive 
of Juan de Fuca, between because of its hii~ capital 
Vancouver Island and and operating costs and 
Washington state. Port wouidnotbeattrantlvetotha 
Angeles is on the strait, West U.S. even if Canada granted 
of Puget Sound. necessary approvals in the 
By pushing for enactment near future." 
of those specific recom- "~ 
mendations, the officials 
say, Ottawa could help + 
lessen environmental 
dangers from tanker traffic. './~ 
It could also promote the ,  
Trano Mountain plan and ~.~;, 
win economic benefits for ,'.,-' 
Canada if successful, ;-~ 
But there is virtually no .~: 
prospect of U.S. authorities 
being persuaded to reverse 
bureaucratic momentum • 
and go fx  Foothills, they ~'~: 
Say .  , '~  
Momentum aside, the 
Foothills plan is seen as :~. 
potentially harmful to the 
~.~.~.~.~.~..~;.;~;`;`;~..~...~'~.~..~;~.~.~x~/~;~~.~.~.~..~*~.~.~,~..~*~.~.~;~;~;~.~*~.~*~;~ .','~,$,:,',',;,;5:,:,:~'~,.:,:,>',',"~/",',." * ",','.',',','.'.',','.'.',',',','.'",-,-.-,-,...,.,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , o  . . . . . . . . .  
`~.:.~.~.:~:.:~....:~:~:~.:.:.~.:~.:.~.~.L~:.:~:.:.:.~...:~:.:.:~:.~.~..~.:.:~:~:~:.:.~.:~.:.~ :.:.:.:~:.~.~.:.~.:.~.:~:.~.:.:.~.:~:~.~.:.:.:.:.~.~:.:.:..........~.~.~.:.~.~:. .'~'~,'~':,'~.,,~.-','-,,~'.',~.$.~,i,'.~:.'.:,%'~:~:,~:,:,'.'." . ' . ' , "  , ' . ' . ' . ,  . , . .  , . , . : . : . : . ' , ' ; "  , ' , ' .  ' .  ' , ' , '  , ' . ' ,  ',:~:,,,,','.,,,,,~,.,,,,,..~.'.','~,-','-,-'~ - 
. . . . .  , ° ,  • .  • . . , . , . . . . . , . , o . .  • , ,  • , . , . , . °o . . , . , ° , . . . .%, ,%,  
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MR. AND MRS. SNEED 
Mary-Margaret marries 
Mary-Margaret Smith, 
dau~ter of Ernest Victor 
and Laura. Smith and Paul 
Gerald 8nnod Jr., son of 
PM~ and Marie ~ncod were 
U~lrtn a simple ceremony in 
own home Saturday, 
Se~el6" Reverend Dave 
poetry. The bride was g/yen 
in marriage by her brother, 
Paul Gerald Smith while the 
bestman was Gerdon Mobs. 
The house was decorated 
~o r the eeremmy with lovely 
uquets of flowers from 
their nal~hhour's garden. 
came from Chase and Percy 
and Jenny Janlz travelled 
from Prince Rupert for the 
event Following the wed- 
ding a quiet Utile dinner was 
enjoyed in the happy 
couple's home with the 
bride's brother and their 
four out-of-town gucsla at- 
tending. 
The couple's now, per- 
manent home will be a 
The Hirsld, Wednesctsy, October 2& 1979 Pa~ S 
Lack of radar is blamed 
officer in chargo of the 
Vancouver vessel traffic 
centre operated by the 
~madlan Coast Guard, said 
that the Pacific Monday im 
f r~ lm asked two years ago 
the federal government 
to ext~d radar tracking 
facilities east of the Second 
Narrows bridge. 
The Japan Erlca collided 
with the ~ bridge Oct. l i  
in hnavy fog inthe area that 
.k currently not covered by 
radar. A span of the bridge 
colbpaed, crlppUn8 .expel.. 
Jhipmeots from mmn ran 
ou the southshore to 
docks and h.lk terminals on 
the noah shore. 
"I'm not gothg to stick my 
neck out and say that we 
could have prevented it," 
Cotllugimm anld, "but we 
m~ht have been some help 
to them." 
From the vessel traffic 
centre, lecated on the north 
shore near Lion's Gate 
bridle, which ernsscs the 
Nnn'ows, a 
wnsel in the rqpdnrdoel~j~Jp-shJp. 
lanes n~ cover=: coatlnuous' from Race 
Rocks, at the western eo- 
Martyn married.the couple It was a simple, homey Inmee of the Strait of Juan 
at. their own home at. 3515 and quiet little wedding in de Fuca, to the Second 
Dogwood In Thombtil with a their own home with four Narrows. East of Secnud 
~ed~ cer~nony written close ~rlends coming from homestead tJackplaeFlata Narrows is a radar shadow 
self.The ceremony out of tow~. where they are building their area. 
wnebeautlfullywrittca, like Gerdan and Ann MChs own home. -Meanwhile, the Coast 
F ' • Gwrd is conducting a for- 
returns " ' ' " "  " ' o r m e r  comdom a cwt  Guard 
to comment  on arts here  ' Anlln~ regional director Thomas Kew said in- 
li/ON'rRKAI~'~: (CP) " ~sa  as the.~agin'l~Imm woman In Desire Under the vsatigntoro would try to 
Colleen Dewho~. t !Mt this' of Eugene O'Neill's plays. Elms and Mo~e, Stately determine what causad the 
city many, ma~ .y.e~... f igs '  *.~"TbeyTe.women' who~ • Mansions. In 1973 she won a accident and whether 
anyhody was at fault wlam _to Ix~me a le~lf~lady~m"t: lmt~d Of 'making a slm~e "Tony Award for his A Moan the Japanese sidp rammed 
ur~m.., a~,. • . .~  . . . .  nuatake " , create a tr~edy,'" For the Mlshegotieo with Into the raft bridge in thich 
wtmam~matato~Jecu  saystlmthroaly.vofcndMim Jason Robards. and was 
both bna.ulff~, and beam, Dowhurst. . . hailed as one eg the leading fell, knockl~ the north span 
into the water and twisting she has feund her meatiest She has played O'Neill ladies of the American the north tower. 
th tM i l re .  , 
Music critics loved " "  . . . .  movie role as a Russian ~a~por t  minister ~Don 
C 1 • • • 1 . soleotlat in Final Amdi[n- 
anao lan  COmlUCtOr  m.ent with .Gensviove Btqo]d, 
. . . . . . . .  and ~'ve ra" - -  reviews to nsm uewnurs~ sees blg 
n~ as, t.~L,.~raa m, ,, ,~ problems In trying tQ YORK (CP) -- New the ra t  o~ the program. ~ . _ .. 
,. 3a ! 
Canada Orchestra t Car- critic Raymond Eciceen of "You have talent here that 
~_Whilee Hall as a dandy one. The Times . . . . .  
did not exactly "A first.rate ensemble ~u uon~t ~m recogn~: 
. . v .v  a .~ w~i ters ,  gnO0+ fall in love with a new when It started out 10 years . . . . . . . . .  
• wnml's, WhO can naroiy Canadian work called Delta agn, it now seems to play make a " . . . .  
performed by the 4&member with more vitality and .... uy..~. ___ . _ _  
orchestra last Friday, they complete security, If _ ~._ou . . .u~ a.nout tnsmg 
• Let, weft, When a mall stressed the interestina memory serves, Mr ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
, r ,, ..-,..l ,,+.,,~ uo 
- Critic Shn~laht J~nktn~ ~ ann Wiles-lie'S Unlsaea ne s 
- - "  . . . . .  suppeand to feel lucky timt "~T 1 1 The Post ~ol]"the orchestra . . . . . .  
na st pate men you nave t ew neaa  made an  exce l lent  lm- nag4 - -  
problems _ • prsasion and was charming ,,.. _. . . . .  
• and inthnale under Bar- xou are so tonga acout 
p O l i c e m a n  na.u,, dL~tien the .~layou,.l lo~ la h.~ 
t -  _ - - The Times Rid the nu. towork undso demeaning to
o ,~, , I  41.1~,  gamble orchestra offered a the telnut you already have 
~ x ~  t l lq~;  sampling of the kind of in thin emmtry that I can't 
repertory it can handle. 
answer  It inclnded the overture te 
Rossinl's h'Itallana in 
DELTA, B.C. (CP) - -  Algori, Mendelssohn's Violin 
Delta's n~t  police chief Concerto In E Minor, 
should be someone on a Haydn's Surprise Symphony 
chert-term, contract ap- and Colffnm's Delta, which 
pofntment, able to bad its U.S. premiere. 
re~*gonise the department, Ericson said. the  Men- 
and willing to move on when doisaolm cascaras owed the 
the Jab in dens, says a B.C. major part ol its suecem to 
Police Commission report, guest  so lo is t  Kyung-whs  
believe it. 
"And your writers feel that 
if a story doesn't have sex or 
violence in it, then It won't 
sell. What you lack here is a 
period of apprenticeship and 
you're cepyin8 some of the 
worst aspects of the industry 
down there." 
Miss Dewhurst's next 
movie project was to be a 
screen adaptation of "I think they (recom- Cllu~g. 
meedallons) wlll be acted on - -xne  Kercan violinist has Canadian writer W.O. 
at the proper time," said n seemingly flawless Mflcheli's Back to Beulah, 
Mayor Emin Btmzett, who technique and a remarkably shot in Toronto. But the 
has discussed the repert with whichstr°ngsheb°Wiag arm with : ~ deflultelvm°Vie has been shelved in. • "~nd t~ lady is Wlclais of this municipality produces a tern of ~ -  . . . . . . . . .  
south of Vancouver. He said piercing sweetness. The She had put several 
he supports the report, playing was by turns lucrative ~evia~Mi~fl'ers on 
"The regert in general exhilarating and  deeply hold and colleq~le Carele 
deals with administratien poetic." Shelley had le~t tha hit 
Broadway production of 
Elephant Man Just to do 
Beulah. 
"And someone comes 
along and plays with our 
lives, said the sctrem. I 
can't understand how people 
san do this sort of thing and 
call themselves pro -  
fessiouai." 
Miss Dewherst, en the 
other hand, is a saamned 
professional. 
Trained at New York's 
Anademy ~ Dramatic Aria, 
she made her acting debut in 
1948 and her Broadway debut 
in 19e3. 
"There comes a time when 
you are a yonag actre~ that 
you go to the theatre and 
watch the older actrsaNs 
pe~erm. And then aU of a 
sudden you are belwi called 
me of the leading ladies of 
the thsatre and you uk 
yourself, 'When did that 
happen?" 
She has Increasingly 
moved into work in film. She 
was Diane Keaton's 
gargaous dewnhome mother 
in Annie Hall and stars with 
Carol Kane in the Nghly- 
publicized thriller Whan A 
StraNier Coils. 
and recommends Ira- Ericsou asid Delta "the 
pmvements in that regard evening's novelty held 
when we come to rePlaclNI unuanalintorest." 
the police oldof," Burnstt The work attempts to 12t 
said. "That we comdder the primitive percussion, 
in a chief from romantic clarinet and 
remade the Delta force on a sopldstlented violin against 
'cnuiract basis for from two one another their collhdous 
to five years." , ffadually trans.for~n, i g esch 
Mervyn Smith, Della s tram some kind of peaceful 
department, quite a bit of Jazz and a 
,,,,._ . . _ . .  , . , . . , _  ~ . . . , "  melodic and expressive 
, ~.~"~,;~,~'..so~_2'."~.',.~',,~ violin solo by Walter 
mvm~qlaum au~aauvun ta i~.m.tawski 
aeessive use of force and ";'~TI~* m~,  . . . .  Hi ,  .,-_ 
m by members of . . . . . . . . . . .  . _°09li~ql spite ~"  virtues Delta 
ule Delta force saeme • ' d a large number of 
• Burner said more then bits which never really 
haft of the 31 ecmplainla enaissoed." 
lodged against the pdice by The orchestra played the 
Delta residents have been whole concert with ezcellent 
Investigated, and two ensemble, Jenkins said, 
companies under laves-offering "a charming, in. 
tigotlen have been cicared of timate reading" o f  the 
.any wrongdoing. Haydn symphony, "con- 
One, Zenith International ducted with verve as was the 
Security Co. is stW under mt of the cascara by Matin 
Investigation for possible Bernardi." 
conflict of interest because It He also 8aid the ~ point 
fj owned and operated by of the evening was Miss 
two pellce officers and oc- Chung's . brilliant in- 
easiomd~ hired other of-terpretetlou of the Men- 
ricers, he said. deksohn Violin Concerto 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The Mazankowski) when It's 
federal government's failure finished," said Kew. "It will 
to act na a request for radar be his decision whether he 
covmaga in the east end of makes it public or not." 
Burrard Inlet has been Kew said he did not know 
linked to the ramming of a when the investigation would 
Canadian National Railways be completed. 
la'ldge vital to the movement Eight suits have been filed 
of Canadian resources, in Federal Court as a result 
mpe~lly grain, of the Oct. 12 incident. 
John Cottlngbem, the Seven of the suits, which 
cite negligence, name Bud 
Jones, the Pacific Pfl0tage 
Authority pilot assigned to 
the vessel when it struck the 
rail bridge, the captain, K. 
Kamada, .the ship and its 
owners, Nisscn Kisen K.K. of 
Tokyo. 
The plaintiffs, claiming 
unspaelfled amages, are 
the CNR; James Richardson' 
and Sons Ltd., owners of 
TOO LATE FOR H IM 
Pioneer Grain Terwlnal, The federal Pilotage Act 
Nor th  Vancouver ;  requires visiting vessels to 
Burlington Northern; use a Pacific Pilotage 
llalmare, owners of the Authority pilot. 
vessel Poaltano; C. S .P .  The Japan Erica left Van- 
Foods, of Burunby; Neptere couver late Friday for Aher- 
Terminals; Saskatchewan does, Wash. alter prating a 
Wheat Pool and Vancouver. $10-mlllien bond• The CNR 
Wharves. bridge Is expected to be out 
The suit by Vancouver of comml~on for about 3½ 
Wharves names e, fly the mentim while repairs are' 
vessel and its owners, completed. 
Medical use legal there now 
LANSING, Mich. (AP) 
- -  Keltb Nutt wss 
• breaking the law each 
time he smoked marl. 
Jnana to ease the pain of 
his cancer treaiments. 
Just hours after he died, 
the state of Michigan 
made his remedy legal. 
Nutt, 2a, the first 
cancer victim in 
Michigan to admit smok- 
ing marijuana, died 
Mendey before Lt.-Gov. 
James  Br ick ley 's  
signature made Michigan 
the latest state to allow 
the use of the dru~ for 
medical reasons• Nutt 
had lobbied for the 
legislation. 
"I feel very s~ror~ly 
that this was Kelth's 
greatest contribution to 
his fellow man," Mae 
Nutt, Keith'e~mother, said 
in a telephone interview 
from the lamily's home in 
Beaverton. "I Just hope 
the public health de- 
partment implements it
as fast as possible." 
"I'm very sorry about 
his death," Brlckley said• 
"But I hope his relatives 
and loved ones can take 
some comfort. I think this 
is a very humane piece of 
leitslstion and will car- 
tainly help those who 
need all the help they can 
get." 
Nutt told a state senate 
committee in March that 
use of the drug cased the 
side effects of the 
chemical trcatments for 
his'disea,e. 
"Smoking marijuana 
helps relieve the nausea 
and helps me eat," he 
said. "I don't feel I should 
have to go euiside the law 
to get something that 
helps me." 
Debra Nagen, a ~l- 
year-old leukemia victim 
from Grand Rap/ds, was 
instrumental in gettlnff 
the biU through ahanna of 
representatives com- 
mittoe two weeks 88o. 
She told the lawmakers 
chemotherapy could 
make her vomit up to 15 
times in five hours. 
The  min is ter ' s  
daughter said members 
of her family scoured the 
streets for her marijuana 
at the rack of arrest to 
ca~e the "living hail" of 
cancer treaimonta. 
The bill signed by 
Bricidey in the absence of 
Gov. William Millikan 
was spmmred by Rep- 
resentative Stephen 
Manana (Den. Grand 
Rapids). It allows the use 
of marijuana by cancer 
chemotherapy patients 
and .bY victims of 
mncema. 
Dick Klaver, an aide to 
Mnasmn, said It may take 
four months or more for 
the state department of 
public health to draw up 
plans and receive federal 
approval to dispense 
mar0uaun medicinally. 
Under the new law, 
patients can use the dru~ 
amy after their dectore 
and the state health 
department ~ 'ee .  They 
can buy marJ~nana o~V 
through stela-deslguntod 
drug stores, and Klaver including Washington, 
said the drug probably New Mexico, Florida, 
would be available llllnols and Louisiana 
through the National cur rent ly  permi t  
IasUtote on Drag Abuse medicinal use of 
or law-enforcement marijuana and the 
agencies, therapy is being con. 
Several other slates, sidoredelaswhere. 
Chimpanzees 
talk with signs 
NORMAN, 0kla. (AP)-- A 
chlmpanxee has lauffht her 
adopted s0n the American 
Sign Language, whlch her 
tralnero say shows that apes_ 
- -  like humans - -  can teach 
language to Wsprlng. 
Wsahoe, the first ~p 
the world to learn American 
Slgo Lango~e gestures for 
e deaf, is passing those 
signs on to her 17-month-old 
adopted chimp son, LouU& 
said Dr. Roger FOnts, a 
Univers i ty of Oklahoma 
psychology professor  and 
director of Project Waahoe. 
The language tran- 
smluica esperimont, which 
began in late March, is 
"going much better than I 
enpcoted," Fouls said. 
Loulis began imitating 
Wkshoe'a s l i~  --~ the same 
signs commonly used by the 
deaf -  eight days after 
adoption and now uses 10 
signs almost every day, 
Fonts said. 
The stgm are for the wmxin 
hull, drink, food, fruit, come, 
give me, hot, that and for the 
names of researchers Diana 
Davis and Dr. George 
Kimball. 
Laulk uses the words and 
name signs in the correct 
context, Fonts said. 
The scientists who have 
werked with Washoe said the 
female chimp knows what 
she It doing when she uses 
the sign language. Other 
scten~ta dlsagreo, saying 
chimps are only mimes. 
The baby chimp made his 
first combination sign in 
early October while playing 
with a water faucet in his 
cage, Fonts said. 
Fouls said Loulis learns 
his slgca from watching and 
Imitating his adopted 
mother ,  the same way 
human infants learn their 
la~age.  
Vocabulary signs nre not 
what we look at," Fonts Bald. ! 
"It's what they do with the $ 
signs, how they put them to- 
getber, that is important." | 
Washoe, new 14 years old, • 4 
has been wing the signs 
taught to her by humane 
since she was an infant The 
chimp has mastered 240 
signs and can string up to 10 
signs together in what 
sclen~ta say is a primitive 
use of laagusge, 
" " + . . . .  s a v e  -~ . " " : ,~ I  
" ofyour 
~m'd'/i ,.~n'.;d,- ') ,r~ "L 
COSts. 
Find out how by getting in on Enersave, 
a free government service. It's a 
personal home heating analysis that 
will show you how to save money and 
energy by improving your insulation. 
Send us the coupon and we'll 
mail you a simple questionnaire. 
,~$n w,e receive your answers we'll 
-~d~yOUback an easy-to-read com- 
puter printout It will show you 
g~,act~ere~o insulate, how much 
"tJS"ad], l~ofiz mh~fi t will cost, how 
:'m.U~i~oUi~!save ~d the payback time 
on your investment. 
It will also inform you of other 
fuel, saving measures uch as 
weathe~stripping and storm windows, 
lowering your thermostat and having 
your fumace serviced. 
It will tell you how to apply 
for financial assistance from Federal 
and Provincial programs, such as {he 
Canadian Home Insulation Program. 
October is International Energy 
Conservation Month. What better time 
to start saving energy and money. 
, .9 , 'q l  6 'r~ d~.V ~ .! ' . .  £:~:i'~" • 
" + '  " Chp It out, Canada. 
. . . . . . . . . .  :' ' @ @ ' ' " 
~: ,,,~t ~'t~;" .,;i;b/Qr~ 2
• ' ' '  ' l~'*:.O{,te 
: ;  3", " ,b~' , l i '~Ct  
• :., 7 .  7 : , ; ,  ~ " -  " ' - -  - - -7  ~leage: rush  me an Enersave Questionnaire today. 
I " lwdnt to save energy and money F.nglish [] French [] 
Postal Code: 
Send to: Enersave Questionnaire 
EO.  Box 4510, Station "E" 
Ottawa, Ontario KtS 5B5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
Name" 
Address: 
I City/Town: 
Province: 
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I 
Straitlaces 
Gay Spouses 
By Abigail Van Buren 
1979 by Chicsgo Tribune.N.Y. News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: After reading your column on gay spouses, 
I just had to write. 
It is a shock and a heartache when a wife finds out that 
her husband has had an affair with another woman, but I 
cannot comprehend how any woman could accept aMAN as 
her competition. She would have to be "meshugga" (crazy)- 
and with children in the house yetl 
How can any normal woman let a man who has been with 
another man touch her? To me, it is unthinkable. 
A YIDDISHE MAMA IN EL TORe, CALIF. 
DEAR MAMA: To you it is "untA inkab le . "  But to those 
who have studied bisexuality and realize that one's exual 
preference israrely a matter of choice, it is understandable. 
This is not an endorsement of infidelity of any kind, but 
rather an attempt to shed some light on one of the most 
misunderstood f all sexual behaviors. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I rece~ty joined a tennis 
club. On our first day at the club, l was terribly embarrassed 
when my husband, who was wearing dark-colored street 
clothes instead of the usual white shorts or pants and white 
shirt, was refused admittance on the courtsl 
A big argument ensued, with my husband loudly proclaim- 
ing his right to wear whatever he chose. 
My husband finally won and was allowed to play tennis in 
his street clothes. 
Abby, can you (or anyone lse) explain the reason for 
wearing white on tennis courts? And was my husband 
wrong to insist on playing in his street clothes? 
NAMELESS, PLEASE 
DEAR NAMELESS: On joining a club, members should 
be fimlillar with the club rules. If regulation tennis attire is 
required~ then your husband was out of line. ! hue no idea 
why white fs traditionally worn for tennis, but it certainly 
looks better. And it's cooler. 
DEAR ABBY: I have a very dear younger sister who fre- 
quently infuriates me by revealing my agel She does this 
subtly by telling HER age, then adding that I am nine years 
older than she is. 
I have asked her not to do this, but either she forgets or 
just doesn't respect my right to privacy. 
She says she is "proud" of her age and I' shouldn't care 
who knows mine. What can I do about it? 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
DEAR CHICKEN: Nothing, so don't get your tailfeathers 
rip. 
DEAR ABBY: I have attended dinner parties and noticed 
that some people turn their wine glasses upside down to in- 
dicate that they do not wish to be served any wine. 
Is this considered proper etiquette? 
WONDERING 
DEAR WONDERING: No. A word to the w~ter is st~.. 
cient. 
if you need help In writing letters el sympethy, eoa-~ 
8rntulstlons or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How 
to Write Letters for MI Occasions." Send 81 end i long, 
stamped 128 cents), loll-addressed envelope to Abhy: 132 
Lanky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90~12. 
I 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake ~ 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 1-~'--,~ 
If depressed, got in touch 
with the proper counselor. 
Career developments give you 
much to be happy about in the 
p.m. Keep pushing. 
TA US 
(Apt; 20 to May 20) 
A loved one may seem both 
hot and ~old. Your best bet is 
to talk about it. Be receptive to 
ideas close ones voice on other 
subjects. 
(May 21 to June 20) 111 
Innocent flirtations could 
boomerang now, especially in 
the work area. It's best to keep 
your mind on the ;lob for 
ultimate progress. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to july 
Don't spend too much on 
clothes and good times. If at 
~l. uptight at work, exchange 
pleasimtrles with others and 
you'll snap out of it. 
(July 23 to Aug. ~-) 
Don't complain If your 
budget doesn't fit in with your 
need for good times. Invite 
someone over for a quiet and 
Inexpensive evening. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Angry words could be 
spoken out of Jealousy, Show 
others that you care. Don't 
withdraw from contact with a 
family member. 
(Sept. 23 to oct. ~.~-) 
Don't be possessive. Share 
with friends. A shopping trip 
relieves the blues. Pick up 
something for the house. 
sco >io ni,,  
(Oct. 20 to Nov. 21) 
Conflicting career interests 
could cause dissension among 
close ones. Give and take for 
the sake of harmony. Com. 
municate feelings. 
SAGITrARIUS lll¢ ~ 
(Nov. 12 to Dec. 21) 
Moral questions could arise 
now. You needn't toll someone 
what you think of their dating 
habits. Seek privacy for self. 
awareness. 
CAPRICORN lt, t IL---~ 
(Dec. 12 to Jan. 19) v~ 
You may be turned on to 
someon£ who wants to keep 
the relationship latonic. 
Don't withdraw into yourself. 
Spend time with friends. 
AQUARIUS ~,~ ,~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "~"'.,=~ 
Sex shouldn't be used as a 
weapon -- by you or anyone 
else. A talk with a business 
associate n'my couse you to do 
further esearch. 
PISCES l l r  ~$>¢ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) "~:~ 
Stay clear of that tease at 
work. Don't let relationship 
concerns cause you to miss 
career opportunity. Be alert 
on the job. 
ma n : 
"How'l he ,~i~lln~ need i i~lr 
CROSSWORD 
ACRO~ 
I Poe subject 
sTyp. 
11 French, 
Canadian 
explorer 
12 T.S. and 
George 
15 Cicero, 
for one 
15 Little girl 
15 -- King Cole 
• 17 Caramelized, 
sometimes 
19 Meadow, 
in France 
20 Seasons, 
in Cannes 
12 Large cask 
~3 Part of 
N.B. 
24 Portable 
chair 
26 Specialized 
in a subject 
28 King 
Louis-- 
30 Title 
31 Signified 
35 Ethical 
39 Stratford's 
river 
- -  de plume 
Roman 
emperor 
43 Small hey 
44 Metric 
measure 
46 Pear-shaped 
fruit 
47 Small 
whirlpools 
49 Rubbish 
51 Part of 
F.D.R. 
52 Mental 
pictures 
53 French 
philosopher 
54 -- down 10 Autho'r of 
(subdues) "Tristram 
DOWN Shandy" 
I Salt of 11 Fielding's 
boric acid "Tom --" 
2 Overjoyed 13 Horse 
3 Illuminated 18 Viscous 
4 Tolstoy and substance 
Duroeher 21 Early 
5 Swagger invader of 
6 W~eks, in England 
Barcelona 23 Nonmetallic 
7 Swan genus element 
• 8 Actor Torn 25 Insect egg 
9 Novel by 27 Conrad's 
Theme "Lord --" 
Smith 23 Deer flesh 
Avg. sMut/on time: 2z man 
I ] I~B 
JaU~ 
! ~  B ~  
31 Passe 
32 Eluder 
33 The head 
34 Small 
point 
36 Haven 
37 Ascends 
38 Theater 
boxes 
41 Deserve 
41 Miss Home 
45 San --, Italy 
48 Novelist 
8-25 Fleming 
"Answer to yesterday's pmzle. 50 Winnow 
~ 1 2 3 14 
I1 
114 
16 J 17 
20 21 
24 
N N* 
31 32 33 
39 
47 411 
N 
5 ~6 7 a ,  9 10 J 
~ i12 13 
18. ,  ~ 19 
25 ~ 26 27 
34 ~ 35 !3S 37 38" 
~ 49 
~&9 ;" 
CRYPTOQUIP 
VXY JVM VZY J  V JPP JBU RCM VXY J  
XF  RCF 'U  R JRZBM , .. 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp-- OUR BEST WINE IS NOW APT TO 
BEGET SOUR GRAPES. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Z equals O 
The Cryptoquip isa simple substitution cipher in.which eavh 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short word~<~ 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locatJl~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. ~ 
45 ~46 
5O 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romlta 
p~ee--  PeAP. 11" ~}~.~ ~I k Z ...~4V~ ~!  ~_(, k~ flql/'AY//v" / Jl 
~,g - . 
8a 
e~ 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
. - 7 A 'zTO .DYA 
. -¢  - "  
'~  I t I#ll ~ CN~iOO fri~oniil.f. N l l l i  8vii& ino, IO ' l l  
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart! 
. . O JohnnHort 
r, yqAT .   AXLE, IAA  
..~ " "  ' " c o c" £ ~.~. .  c, ~ 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
I I4/6VT HAVE I.OT ~ Z;t~ "/ ,~ . .  ~. , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  V" . w ,  ~ ~ ~SqNf-R 7 ~IINK ~ZON~ 
1 
L 
I 
o ci ms 
puzzle 
over  
rail 
crash 
I 
Trio finds 
they can fly 
BOTHA, . Alto. (CP) - -  
When three young brothers, 
hemestsading ~r  Stetller, 
Alta., told friends and neigh. 
huts they know how to fly, 
some thonght hey were a 
tittle crazy. 
But it was the neighbors 
who were scratching t~.Le 
heads when they saw a light 
bobbing in the sky above the 
fields and heard the eerie 
dangin8 of a bell. 
It was obout leO7 and the 
Underwood brothers of 
Botha~ 140 kilometres south- 
west of Rdmonton, were 
carving themselves a place 
in Canadian aviation history. 
They had invented a flying 
machine, the first in Canada 
sophisticated enough to 
chalieuge that of the Wright 
brothers. 
There are photographs 
showing a prototype of the 
Underwoed's machine being 
ocagged along the main 
street of Stettler on the hack 
of a wagon for exhibit at the 
town's annual summer fair. 
Some people in Baths, 
about 14 kilometres east of 
Stettler, still proudly 
remember the Underwood 
family's early efforts at 
hying. 
Morley Groves, 73; who 
used to run the local store at 
Baths and bought grain from 
Elmer Underwood, recalls 
that the Underwood family 
invented quite a few things. 
Originally from the Unit~ 
States, John K. Underwood, 
the brothers' father, in- 
vented the disc plow which 
Still hears his name. The 
At night, they flew the family also invented a sheaf 
huge round-winged machine carrier. 
like a kite at the end of a rope Groves was so proud of the 
for a prank.;But evidence Underwoods that he 
sl.~...ws that ~.. never fleW,~ produced a short pamphlet 
wlmout heing~'.~J~red tu.tl~ about i2 years ago to com- 
lp~.un.d.. ~- ; , *C : ! :  ~e me r a t e t h e i r 
Altaongn .g~'~.~ ~ael~ilevemenis. 
say o.nly one;d~flk~,,b-mthers "By' this time, interest in 
aom~.  was lifted off .the flying had eproad over the 
groun(l on a single eccesmn, continent and the Us- 
evidence has been unearthed derwood brothers were 
Which shows that the plane 
took many f in is ,  "carrying 
different family members. 
Two Edmonton teachers, 
Gary Kozans and Bob Fix, 
have spent about two yaro 
renenrching the subject and 
IMve come up with evidence 
they say proven the Un- 
c[ ~,r w o o,d,-,-| a m.i iy . 's .  
ac]devemen L wna far'more 
~_~..t han amy people 
11m 'story of the three 
Underwood brothers - -  
Elmer, John and GeerSe --  
aS remained largely 
areal, apart from brl~ 
mentions in books and other 
publications. 
The brothers built their 
machine from local 
materials, by laminating 
wood and weldin~ metal. 
They had to experiment with 
several different models 
~ fgT par eefing their flying 
They also lacked the 
financial support and 
teehnicel knowledge of other 
early airmen such as the 
Wright brothers and Al- 
exander Graham Bell. In- 
stead, they used only becks 
on the theory of flight - -  
released long be~ore flying 
became a reality -- plus 
their own Ingenuity. 
It is 
cooking 
for them 
ARY (CP) -- The 
ens of a csokbonk 
by eight young 
gary women is a 
mystery, b~ soles have al- 
ready topped $13 million. 
"You  have done 
everything wrong," Ed- 
mouton publisher Mel Hurlig 
told the women. 
;"But It's working. So keep 
~m doing whatever it is 
}~.U'ro d01ng." . • • 
The  antonmneo but 
content o send their huge 
kite-like machine aloft for 
their own enjoyment as well 
as (that of) their friends and 
nsighbors," he said, 
"During the summer, the 
huge bird was seen high aloft 
at the end of its tether by 
many farmers of the district. 
Even. at...night, when the 
winds were right, the boys 
would send it up with a 
lantern swinging beneat It, 
and a weird light bobbing 
about in the sky caused 
much comment and even 
more alarm in the Baths 
district." 
Groves said the machine 
weighed about 202 kilograms 
with an eliptical wingspan of 
12,6 metres. It sometimes 
was towed along behind u 
team of horses to 8ive it the 
momentum to lift off the 
ground when there was not 
enough wind to sustain 
flight. 
The brothers packed own 
, ,  t t  a lendlng strip' along a 
field of summerfallow near 
their farm to allow the 
aircraft a gentle run on its 
motorcycle wheels. 
The airplane generally 
was powered with a welght- 
andpulley system while 
aloft; a small engine was 
installed later that enabled 
the aircraft o taxi but not 
take off. 
Groves says the Un- 
derwsode finally were forced 
to give up on their ex. 
periments In aviation 
because they lacked an 
engine powerful enough to 
get their machine off the 
ground. It would have coot 
about $I,200, a large sum in 
these days, so the machine 
just lay around and dialn- 
tegrated. 
But Kozens and Fix, in. 
trlgued by the romance and 
mystique surrounding the 
Underwooda, say there's 
more to the story than that. 
After interviewin~ John 
Underwood, now 97 and 
living in Oakland, CAW., 
Kozens and Fix say the 
Underwoods achieved ~ lighted authors are Karan Powered flight but never free r imacombe,  • L lnda of the craft's mooi'lng. The 
~l~obson, Mary Korman, fact that the airplane was 
Marliyn Lyle, Helen Miles, fitted with rudimentary 
Val Robinson, Joan Wilson ailerons and a rudder 
d M0ira Mackie. Metre showed that the Underwoods 
Vancouver shortly intended to fly it free of its 
~b0nk came off ~ tether and be able to men. 
pl~en and is no longer asset|- oeuvre It. • 
ated with The Best of Bridge But the Underwoods 
Publi~ln~ Ltd., the com- flonlly ~ave up on their 
Peny the women formed, project, for ransom that still 
The women decided three- are unelear. 
years ago that It might he Even Howard Underwood, 
fun to co~pli~a cookbook of Elmer's on who lives on the 
West Coast, doesn't knew 
redpoe they served when. why the project was ahan. 
they met rqulerly at each cloned. 
0that's homes for bridp. "It was long before my 
"The food is always the time but I do know about it 
~ .  part of brtd~e," they from conversations with my 
father," he said in a 
Knowing nothing about telephone interview. 
pr int ing,  pub l i sh ing ,  "He wes very intsrested in 
maraeting, distribution or aviation at that time. It's 
finance, they Jumped In snmething that we are proud 
where large firms fear to of and the kind of thing we 
tread and came up with The used to talk about around the 
l~t  of Bridge. kitchen table." , 
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. 
(CP) - -  Railway offlclak 
and police are trying 
li~tre out why 11 raft 
tankers rolled away from 
'a siding, ran three 
Idlometros downhill, then 
• crashed and exploded, 
outtlng the rail link be. 
twenn pert of the Peace 
River coontry and the 
. rest ef British Columbia. 
Spoltesmen for B.C. 
• Pall suggest here may 
have been sabotage In. 
• valved. 
A 4S0.metre wooden 
.trestle approach to a steel 
bridge across the Peace 
River was destroyed 
when the runaway train 
derailed on a curve in the 
' t rest leshor t ly  after 
midn~ht Saturday. 
The oars exploded alte~ 
tumbll~ about 35 metres, 
sotting fire to the bridge's 
orenaote-ssaked timber. 
L;bc of the 67.ton tank cars 
ear~l,i.~t~ [ asoline, four 
were Ir)adtd with diesel 
fdel and one carried 
butane. 
Companies north of the 
• bridge In B.C.'e reacurce- 
rich northeastern comer 
count on the B.C. Pall line 
to ship their goods to 
southern markets and 
ports. 
Railway officials 
started investigations 
Monday. Among the 
questions to be answered 
are: 
--How dld the rail cars 
get from a si.ting near 
Taylor, IS kdometres 
south of here, onto the 
main line? 
--Was the switch 
between the siding and 
the main track open or 
closed? 
--Did brakes on the 
loaded tank ears fail or 
were they deliberately 
released? 
B.C. RaJ! opokesman 
Hugh Armstrong said rail 
~flcials and RCMP would 
be trying to find an an- 
swer to those questlme. 
Rail officials have 
estimated the damage at 
about n mimon, b.t the 
coat of the incident will 
run much hi@at because 
shipments of lumber, 
petroleum products and 
graIn will he remuted and 
delayed. And there could 
• he layoffs in resource in- 
dustdsa. 
"If we can't move 
forest prnducfs, we'll put 
1,000 people out of work 
right away,", said Mayor 
Do~ McPhall of Fort 
Nelson, a town about 200 
kllometren north of the 
bridge which depends on 
the rail line to ship its 
products. 
"If we can't move our 
forest prnducis, we'll put 
1.000 people out of work 
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•Ss•  away. I sure hope come up with 
alternatives." 
Rail and @vemment 
officials are studying 
altsmatlves, both for the 
movement of products 
now and for the 
replacement of he trestle 
which crmaed flood plain 
along the river. 
In Victoria, Economic 
Development Minister 
Don Phillips said the 
trestle might be replaced 
with eerthflll. It will be at 
least two months before 
dnother structure Is in 
place, he said. 
As for alternative 
" NOW OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SIlO 
in the old MeEwan's Shop 
(Across free the Skeeea Hotel) 
4513 Greig 635-2326 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT •LTD, 
PIPE. PL UMBING SUPPL IES. PUMPS. 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS. FENCING 
WATER SOF TENERS ANOMORE " 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B C Hy~ro 
635-7158 
C & H Industrial Cleanin  
Ltd. 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
Furniture RepBir 
~'o Hestoratiois, Hope Chests 
~Cestonl Made Feraitere,• Refioisbia| 
~ general Beildle| Coelractie|' 
2i 2510 S, Kalum 635-§585 Terraoe e 
, ~ ._ - "~1 P ,~-a ,~*  
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub-buns del ivered to your door 
hot f rom the oven. 
FALL SPECIAL , 
Every Sllday & WedlOsda| 
"WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
Steam, Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
Phono 6~8-1634 or 63S-3545 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
635-3867 
- Complete line of livestock feed end supplement 
• Clean and utility grain 
- Founts and feeders for all livestock 
• Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315.Clark St. 
Plumbing • Heating . Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial. Specializing Gas Fitting 
end Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
• 4435 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C• VIIG 4B5 OR 635.9320 
Install • Service Gas, Wood • Oil Furancas 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE 635-9252 ANYTIME 
NOW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
October 17 to Heveaiber 11 
Wilh any order  for  Pizza of $&O0 end up~ 
order a 9"  pizza of your choice for Vs price. 
Phone 635-3,.414 ~ L ' 
Free del ivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WECLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS --  FURNACES ~ FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PNO.VAC Residential. 
Commercial end Industrial Mobile POwer Vacuum 
Unit. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and lee for yourself. 
Pro.Vec Industries 
Can. Lid. 
Set,vitae Division 
Kltlmet.Terrace, B.C. 
Phone" 
Terrace 635"5292 
Kltimat 632-2466 
Ready /V, lx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
% Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 6M-3t~ 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
~' Censlructlon Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Rood 
Thorohill 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Interior - Exterior. Residential. Commercial 
Specializing in Send Blasting and Industrial CoatlnDS 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone: 635.~59 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
shipping routes, railway 
officials were comidering 
moving some products by 
truck all the way to the 
coast and moving others 
lbY truck to other raU- 
ceding points such as 
Dawson Creek. 
Industries north of the 
trestle include three 
forest product flrme in 
Fort Nelson, one forest 
firm and a refinery in 
Taylor, and a lumber 
company inFort St. John. 
The most recent figures 
show there were 558 car 
loads shipped from Fort 
Nelson daring August and 
617 car loads shipped 
from Fort St. John. "- 
CE &qMqEnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 635.5M4 
Days 635.6235 Ernla 635.9253 
B ILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
e%,.%%%%%%%%..%%%%.o..%.o%.oO..o.oOoOo....o...o • •.•..o...O.Oo..°° • • • .  • . .~  • . . . . .  H . .  ° ....o . . .  ° .  o o . .  ° . . - . .o  • • o.o °.°.o. 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREtT  
TERRACE, B.C. , , PHONE 635.2473 
{0/~ VO#R. [63 I ~gs~ o 
• 5-3316 10Lo ,,tL~ ~ kD ~"  ~, 00r, C 
I~OI :ESS ION AL  
~ W E P E N D A B L E  
FLOORING CARPET & 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL, 
J A.M E.~ GRAY 
4936 McDEEK 
638-1691 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these llems 
, bear teeth , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (single or pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
GLACIER 
L _~['~ 4416 Lesioe Aveoee 
A , , _~"  Terrace, D.C. 
S 
S A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
;TRRBORRD 
;ICK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' S,Iilboats 
& Accessories 
635-3001 
Ken Hereon 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 v~rds or less $2.00 per In. 
ssrtlon. Over 20 words S cents 
per WOrd. 
3 or more consecutive Ins~rtl(x~s 
$1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Inssrtlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
One Incorrect ad. 
6OX NUMBERS: 
7'; cents pickup. 
$1.75 malled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL Ind 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
53.~0 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday ta Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER olhar than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Serviee cherge of 15.00 en Il l 
N.S,F. cheques. 
WEDGING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provlded news sub. 
misled within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News ot weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event 510.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensatlun. Payable In ed- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: " 
Births 
Engagements 
Marriages 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 6.15.635"/ 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
:~:COMMUNiTY 
~ SERVICES 
I *C~MINGr  EVENTS 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, It/1 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
8y Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45,00 
Senior Citizen ' year 20.00 
6rltlsh Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Olstrlcf 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
Klflmat & District 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
theretore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retaln 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Ret~ly Service, and to 
repay the customer the eum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BoX replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not plcked up wlthln 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement wJii be destroyed 
unless malting Mstructlms ere 
received. Those answering Box 
Numhers ere requested not to 
send orlglnals of docum~Itl to 
avoJd loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher wlthln 30 days 
Mter the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the edv~'tlser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of fellure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error eppeerlng In the ad- 
vertisement as publllhed shall 
he limited to the amount pa~d by 
the adverflssr for only one In- 
correct Insertion fOr the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted Item 
only, and that there shell be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount pald for such 
adverflslno. 
Adverfl~ements must cOmply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rlghtl Act which 
5.50 prohlblts any advertlslng that 
5.50 discriminates against any 
5.$0 person because of his race, 
5.50 rellglon, sex, color, natlonallty, 
S.50 ancestry or place of orlgln, Or 
S.S0 because hls age la between 44 
5.50 and 65 years, unless the condltlon 
Is iustifled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work In. 
vo~ved. 
16. 
LOST 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
31, 
.GARAGE SALE 
32, 
MOTORCYGLES 
36, FOR HIRE 
33. FOR SALE 
. . . .  MISC, 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phond 
635-4437 after 6:30 p.m. 
24, SITUATIONS 
.... WAifi'ED Birthright Office Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? call Birthright 635. 
3509, 3-4621 Lakelse. 
office hours: Tues. 11am. 
8pro, Wed. 9:30am.5pm, 
Thurs. 11am-9pm, Frl lpm- 
10pro or call 635-3164 or 635- 
5136 anytime. 
38. WANTED MISC, 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call B i r thr ight  for an 
a l ternat ive to abortion. 
Phone 632.4602 anyt ime.  
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meeilngs 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeene Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looklng for donetlons of eny 
old, broken or used pleces of 
furnlture, also eny dlscarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycllng or renoveting. 
C~II us at 635-2238 between 
8 a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
30, FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memor ia l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 s.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
Terrace Little Theatre Is 
having an evening of theatre 
activit ies including a 
reeding for the Christmas 
play. Want to get Involved? 
Come along to Little Theatre 
Building, Kalum St. at 8 p.m. 
on Friday Oct. 20th. NC ;p 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There la 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635-5636 
Alcoholics Anonyn~us 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
,.~hurch. 
Men. 8 p.m. • Alanon 
Skeene Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
-- Unlttd Church basement, 
Kltlmat .,c , 
Women's A.A. Meetings - -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
~4711 Let~lle 'Ave. 635.5145. 
,, - , : : .  
INC'HES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
CNCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANS PORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more in. 
formation about these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone 635.2263 and ask for 
Skesna Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
63,5-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appulntment.' 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., ,Ith 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30.  3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslflers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con.. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every ,Mort. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant perentl. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
-2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: af Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once 1o 
twice monthly. 4~/= . 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndorgarten): Spring 
blitz. Dovelopmentel, vlsrm, 
heerlng screening do~e. 
Please phone for ep. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment.  
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsenlngs and complalhta, 
sewage disposal, pr lveh,  
water supplies ant. 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC , ~ ' 
'(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave.Tel .  
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry  out 
speech assesamenfs and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 2054621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
~=eere eligible for Long Term 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 LazalM Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocatl(~nal and social 
rehabi l i tat ion .done by 
consultant. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a SUP l~ eervlce 
for women • 
4711 Lesalle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.5145. 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Mort.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Frlclay. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed etmosphore to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING • PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
Rehokah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  
Qddfellows Hall ,  3222 
Munroe St. (n(~-10N) 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar wlll be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Rummage Sal.e Sat. Oct. 
27th. 9 a.m. till 12 Noon. 
St. Maflhew Church Hall 
4727 Park Ave., 
Donations Welcome 
Drop at Church. 
Monday afternoon OCt. 22. 
Phone 635.4602 for pick up 
(NC 26 Oct.) 
Slide Show L ibrary  
Basement 
Kemeno II 
"A  look at the country that 
will be flood." 
7:30 p.m. 
Nov.1 1979 
Nenlka.Maurlca River Club 
(NC.IN) 
TheAngllcan Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. Io 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc.16N) 
Greyhound Bus Schedule 
change effect ive 28th of 
Octobor-S:38 p.m. scheduled 
run to Prtnce Rupert will 
leave :/~ hour earlier at 5:00 
p.m. til l further notice. 
(C10-1 N) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, motor. 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other Items In ao:eptable 
mndltlon. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Corner of Apsley & Lakolsa 
or phone 635.5172. (ctfn.2.20. 
79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -  we Install 
638.1691 
(am.I-10.79) ' ,/:  •. 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
s~ock. Get relief with a 
mncrete Investment. 
Sehmlffy'a Excavating 
638-3939 
(am.1.10.79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCy :.,,=.. ~: 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 DoMe Street 
Phone 135.7~4 
10 a.m, - 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12-10.79) 
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635.3479 
anytime 
(am-1.10.79) 
Axis Mime Theatre comes to 
Terrace October 26, at 8 PM 
at the R.E.M. Lee. They are 
presenting an evening of 
QUICK CHANGES,along 
with a western melodrama. 
AxIs Mime Is a well.known 
Vancouver group, who 
specialize In theatrical and 
entertaining mime for a l l .  
ages. Be sure to come end :~ 
see them. Call 635.2101 for 
tickets. 
(NC 26 Oct:)~ .)! : • 
i ! "  - "~ 
The Northwest Reglana l:,~ 
Arts Council Is sponsprlng,a. 
CONCERT by the,~in.~ 
ternat lonal ly recogn ized  
YORK WINDS, Can.ads's. 
foremost wind quintet; in the 
R.E.M. Lee Thea~r e, 
Terrace, on Sat. Oct. 27, a t  
8:OO P.M. Tickets are 
available at the door: Adults 
$5.00; Students and Senior 
Citizens $2.50 
(NC-26 Oct) 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT 
presents Ly Koblerskh 
speaking on: 
"WOMEN'S USE OF 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
DR UGS". 
On Thursday,October 25 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Women's 
Centre.4711 Lazelle 635.5146 
(NC) 
Laurie Thaln Is In town and 
looking forward to giving a 
home town concert, Terrace 
Ut i le  Theatre building, 
Kalum Street, Oct. 26 and 27, 
8 PM. Tickets at McColls, 
S4 .00(adu I ts )  and  
$3.00(senlors end students). 
COLLIER EXCAVA'~ 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635-S340afler 6:00 pm.. 
(am-!.10.79) 
White with hint of tan 2:/2 yr  
~ld multeze poodle on High. 
Nay 16-40 mlle. Answers to 
Schmeglts. Reward. 638-1524 
days, 624.4056 evenings. 
P5-30 Oct) 
Lost In Braun St. area. 
Female shepard cross 
wearing a choke collar. Full 
grown - -  a little on the small 
side. Dark brown markings. 
Please phone 635.4308. (p5. 
240) 
Lost: Male Maltese dog 
between Terrace and Prince 
Rupert on Hwy 16, Approx 40 
miles from Terrace; Lost on 
Oct 13. Reward offered. 
Phone 624.9085. 
(C4.260) 
Nor thwest  Communi ty  
College requires a Com.  
munlty education services 
coordinator fo Prince 
Rupert. 
Northwqst College Is a 
comprehensive college of. 
faring, vocational, academic, 
end general Interest 
programs throughout the 
Northwest raglon of B.C. The 
main administrative campus 
Is In Terrace, and there are 
smaller facilities In several 
other communit ies,  In- 
cluding Prlnco Rupert. The 
Prince Rupert Ccordlnator Is 
one of eight CES Coor. 
dlnators who report to the 
Director of Continuing 
Education. The duties of the 
lob are to administer all 
College programs operating 
In Prince Rupert School 
District. 
Salary: On Faculty Union 
scale according to 
qulalf lcat lons and ex. 
parlance. 
Starting Date: As soon as 
Small black klflen on Loan " possible. 
Ave. 5 raGS. old wearing 
brown flea col lar,  on 
medication. Reward offered. 
Please call 635.3389 or 635. 
6066. 
(C3 25 Oct) 
'sept. 22, 1979. Small male 
dog (Peekapoo). White curly 
heir. Tattoo registration on 
his tummy. QAO99D. Sub- 
stantial reward. Phone 638. 
8161. (c10.250) 
Help Wanted: 
Part Time Pre.school 
teacher for Lazzelle Pre- 
School, 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
App l i ca t ions  s ta t ing  
education and exper!ence 
• addressed to suL~rvlsor; ' 
Inf0rmw;fl0n 635.7918 . . . . .  
P 24-26 Oct) 
Do you possess the 
ability to become a: 
Successful 
Executive? 
THEN 
We want YOUR talents 
W~ NEED yogi/ta!~R~ts 
Let's grow TOGETH ER 
WE ASK THE 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
people 
2. Willingness to relocate 
3. 'Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4. Front line 
determination 
WE OFFER: 
1. Pride in your 
Good positions 
2' accomphshments 
Good benefits 
4'. Good remuneration 
But most important  of all 
a chance for a secure 
and successful future.  
Excellent opporlunity fol 
recent graduates; - 
- -K  mart  
CANADA, LIMITED I 
' SKEENA iLL: I 
TERRACE I 
• • The 
DALLY HERALD 
r l  , 
needs 
: " CARRIERS 
' in  the following areas: 
Tbornhilh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Street, Paquefle Avenue, 
Kofoed • Deslardlnes, 
Kofoed - Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess • Laurlor 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
"rerraco: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Ager, 4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
~one: 
635-6357 
between 9 am and S pm. 
Kltlmst: 
t'ukon Street, Quail . 
• erllng Streets, Ortole . 
~prey  Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
k12.:B47 
(ctfn-nc) 
Reply with curriculum vitae 
and names and addresses of 
referees to 
(A2.24 
Dr. D.V. George, 
Principal 
Northwest College 
Terrace, B,C. 
635.6511 
ociJ ,, 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:  
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas. 
1)Copporslde Estates. 
• 2)Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3 )Sparks ,  Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
Rs call Norms at 635.7496 
CTF N-NWF-24.10.79) 
Automot ive  Manager  
needed' Immediate ly ; fo r  
auto department, Weeldy 
salary plus commission. 
After 3 months full 
benefits. Full t ime position 
.44 hours per weak. App!y 
in person to: 
K mart 
4761 Lekelsa Ave 
AS.29 Oct. Terrace, B.C. 
Willing to babysit In own 
home. Flexible hours. Live 
near Hospital. Experienced 
sitter. References available 
to Inquire, phone 635.6829. 
(PS.30 OCt) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
63S44S4 
6354757 
(cffn.2.10.79) 
Are your ceilings getting 
dingy looking? If they ere, 
have them professionally 
respreyed. Call Earl at 635- 
2776 
C40.12 Dec. 
Qua l i f i ed  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
arborlte,  formica In, 
stallatlone. Will conslffer all 
other typesof finishing work. 
Phone After 6 p.m. Ask for 
Don. 635.5708 
(CIO.IN) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywallt stucco, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
638.1095 
(c20-6N) 
Yard Sale-27 Sat O¢t 27 Sun 
Oct 28 1979. 11:00.3:00 PM 
5539 Rifle Range Rd. 
2 shop washing carts 
10HP outboard, wr inger 
washer, Shop furnace, bench 
grinder, disc grinder, drill 
bits, full propane tank, I case 
10 w oil grease and oll 
pomps, good homollte saw 
De, D7 grouser bar, 
sa lemander  heater . ,D8  
hoses, lines end 
manual,cable glllotlne, bush 
fan with 9 HP motor. 
Basement sale Wed. Thurs. 
Frl and Sat. at 4916 Lazelle 
10:00 am to 3 pm. 
1:12-24,26 OCt) 
! 
'r"For Safer Living, Fuel Economy & Cleam;r Air"  
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
• AIR DUCTS FURNACES • 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635-5292 
Kltlmst, B.C. V8C 11(5 632.2466 
90,000 B.T.U. Esso ultamatlc 
oll furnace. Like new $300.00 
Ph 638.1263 
(P3.2S Oct) 
Chesterfield and chair 
green. Good cond. $300.00 
Phone 798.2583 
(P3.24 Oct) 
One automatic copper tone 
Kenmore washer. $75.00 
FIRM. Ph 635.6667. 
P1.24 Oct. 
For Sale: Studio knitting 
machine 2 years old. For 
further Information ceil 635- 
7878. (c20-8N) 
11 cUft  frldge In exc. con. 
dltlen. $150.~) white. Phone 
635.6997. 
P3.26 Oct) 
For sale: One 1956 Chev 
single Axle dump truck. One 
1965 IHC tandem dump 
Various rambler ford ports. 
(car and truck) Priced 
cheep to sail. One garage to 
rent. One trailer space to 
rent on private lot. Phone 
635-3566. Neighbourhood 
garage sale at 3955 McNeil 
St., Copper Mountain Sub- 
division 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 
P.M. October 27th and 
November 3rd. Garage 
necessities to household 
neceesltles. Everything 
ireesonably priced. 
(C8.2 Nov) " . . . . .  ~" 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of pioneer life 
In the EuIkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon Is now on 
sale In Smlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interor Stationary. 
C15.12 Nov) 
For Sale-Singer Junior Miss 
Sewing Machine .Child's 
Record Player, Child's Pool 
table. All like new. Good 
Xmas presents. Popcorn 
warmer, clip on seat table 
for baby, baby walker, baby 
play rocker.  Homemade 
tennis table and homemade 
shuffleboard fable with 
accessories. Three wheel 
bike for 3 or 4 year old. Ph. 
635.7074 after 2 p.m. 
For Sale 1971 Ski Roule 340 
H.P. Exc. Cond. Ph 635.4342. 
P3;26 Oct) 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
Good used furniture, guns 
ewellery, skates, BCRIC 
hares. 
Anything of value 
We buy - sell - trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
1977 Honda XL 175 CC 
1976 Yamaha DT 175 CC. Will 
consider trade for 
snowmobile(s). For further 
into piss phone 638.8418. 
(P5-30 Oct.) 
1972 Norton Commando 5900 
or lg lna lmi les  exc. Cond. 
8371 
(P5.29 Oct) 
For Sale:30 Gel Gas Water 
Heater $50. 58,000 BTU oll 
space heater $75. 200 gel fuel 
tank, half full furnace oil 
$100. All In good working 
1=3-26 Oct) 
Brand new red acorn style 
fireplace. Ph 635-9743. 
(C3.26 Oct) 
Store F ixtures for Sale. 
Phene during the day. 
655-4576 
(cffn.2.10-79) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
635.4246. 
C9-2 Nov.) 
One warn winch, electric 
with HD bumper to fit. One 
Ludwig set of drums and 
cymbals In excellent cond. 
Ph 635.9420 
(1=3-25 OCt) 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 63.5.4081. (cm-S- 
10-79) 
TO GIVE AWAY 
One cat and one kitten. 
.Kitten Is black, lively - -  cat 
Is young, dark brown with 
feint light stripes. Cat Is 
affectionate, adaptable, 
house broken. • Hate to give 
her up, but landlord Insists. 
Call 655-6357 days, 630.1639 
evenings. AsK for DOn. (nc. 
stf) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
~$1r~'l,~l~ ~ out. of Silver. 
ih;~en Kennels. Avai lable 
OCt. 19. Ph. 630.1996 after S 
pm. (p10-290) 
3 tiger stripe Klflens. Call 
635-6361 before 5 p.m. 635. 
7448 after S p.m. 
(P5-24 OCt) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur. 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chows. Phone 635. 
5417. (cffn-11-10.79) 
I am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have sliver you 
want to sell. I pay top 
prices. Also Birch firewood 
$25.00 Phone 638-1323 
1476 sq ft 3 br full basement P5.25 Oct 
home on 1.5 acres wlth lake 
frontage in Smlthers. For Sale: 1965 TD15B cat 
1976 40 HP International with power steering, 
Tr&Ctor c-w cab, front end R.O.P.S., angle Dozer. 
l oader  and blade. Call $21,000 Phone 635-6282 after 4 
Smltherg 847.2438. 
(C,5-29 ' Oct) p.m. ( PS.2S Oct ) 
LOOKING FOR FUR-  
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart,  4435 Lakelsa 
Ave. Phoee 63|4172. (ctfn.2. 
20.79) 
100 LB propane tank SSO, 
3O"Harvest gold propane 
stove, excellent cond. 
$200.00, 39" boxsprlng and 
mattress like new $600. 3 
drawer student desk $45.00. 
PIs call 635.9635. 
(P3.OCt 26) 
Four sale: Four LB AX 15' 
steel bolted tires. One 15" 
r im for Chev car and one 14' 
rim Phone 635-6672 ariel 
4:00 p.m. 
1 700AXIS" tire end rim. 
133-24 Oct.) 
Ceramic Kiln for sale. Plse 
phone 635.7326 
1=3.24 Oct) 
For sale one older set of 
encyclopeclles. Also Kemec 
burner. Ph 635.6479. 
(P3-25 Oct) 
For Sale 1973 GM ~/4 ton 
pickup, va, 4 speed, power 
steering and brakes, radio, 
electric trailer brakes and 
drop hitch.S2,750. Phone 635. 
6282 after 6 p.m. 
(PS-25Oct) 
For Sale 1962 Dodge Dg00, S. 
A flatcleck with air brakes, 
rigged to pull trailer. New 
413 engine. $2,S00. Phone 635. 
6282 after 6 p.m. 
(I°5-25 Oct) 
Wanted to buy.  Old car and 
truck and cat batteries. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
Wen]nd. Good furniture and 
misc. articles for auction. 
Call L.W. Sears at 635.7824 or 
3092 Hwv 16 East. (p20.1N) 
17foot Cedar Strip (Han- 
dyboy) fuel cabin. Electric 
start. Good, heavy see hull, 
40 HP Johnson motor. Single 
axle trailer. Ph 638.1691. 
Ca-30 Oct) 
) 
! 
1974 17 ~/~ Foot K and C deep 
V on trailer near new soft top 
120 H.P. OMC stern drive. 
S4698.00 Phone 635.9502 
(P5.26 Oct) 
For Ssle 15~ foot 
Sangetucraft with 65 HP 
mercury outboard motor and 
phone 635.4398. 
(C3.26 Oct)  
487 :SUITES . 
FOR RENT 
[ i 
Clinton Man0t 
Furnlshod or unfurnlsh~ 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments.  Securlt 
anterphone. Phone 
635-2368 
638.1032 
(:2.24 Oct.) 
In Terrace new 3 Br. House 
'with carport and covered 
walkway w.w wall to wall 
with feature wall and easily 
developed lower floor. 635- 
4826. 
(C4-26Oct) 
4 BR home, 1270 sq. ft. 2 
bathrooms, Ample car. 
, petlng, Ph, 635.4450 for 
~ appointment to v l , .  (p10- 
.24O) 
' 3 br. country home with 
i excellent view on one acre. 
:'. 1026 I(I. ft., creak frontage, 
~ lar9e garden area with 
! excellent soil. Asking 
: 140,000. Phone d36248S aftsr 
6 pro. (cffn.l&10.79) 
Three bedroom view home 
. overlonklng Terrace and the 
Skeena Valley. Many ex- 
callent fonturel, Including 
' wall to Wall,r,.arpetlng, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large co~m~ ,e~d~k.  
~ Located In ~ i ; t~ i i~r i l  
area only ~mllIVftl ;'fr'om 
• schools and downtown. 
Possaselon can be Ira. 
mediate. To view phone 798. 
2358after 6pm. (atM-11-10- 
79) 
HANDYMAN 
• SPECIAL 
-House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
,~,Mck Ambler at 635-7117 for 
further datelle. (ctfn.16.10- 
. .~)  ,~.,~ ',:,:,~ ~.~,,, ~:.,.:, 
+~. ........ .: , ',1", 
3 BR home with full 
besement. Approx. 1000 Iq.. 
ft. Has 30x30 ft. workahop. 
Fenced & isndscapad lot. 
Approx. 59x10G View at 4743 
S~raume or phone 63S-9233 
dtsr S pro. (1~0.380) 
mediately, weekdays 8:30 
am to 4:30 pm phone 635.5255 
local 52 after 6:00 638-1080. 
CTFN.23 OCt) 
By femlly of 3 a two or three 
bedroon ept., house , or 
trailer as soon as po~lble. 
Call 635-6536 ext. 20 between 
8:30-4:30 pm 
(C4-26 Oct) 
58. 
TRUCKS 
By family of 3 a two or three 
bedroon apt., house , or 
trailer as soon aa poeslble. 
Call 63S.6~16 ext. 20 between 
8:30-4:30 pm 
(C4.26 Oct) 
2 or 3 BR house wlth 
basement and fireplace. 
preferred, but not urgent.. 
One or 2 steps to front an.  
trance. Call eve~lnge only 
(collect if necessary). 112.' 
M7.4191. (c20.310) 
54, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
For Leele: Warehouse or 
shop. 6 unlta 19 ft. by 48 ft. by 
16ft. Ceiling 14)(14. Overhead 
door. Plumbing & gee heat; 
Ph. 635-7459. (ctfn.MWF.12. 
10-79) 
For Rent: ~02 sq. ft. on. 
second floor. A i r  con. 
dtlmed. Located at 4623 
Lakeloo Avenue. Phone d,M. 
35S2. (ctfn.2.10.79) 
68,  
LEGAL 
[ 
70. 
LIVESTOCK Valuable commercial ot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
ownerl requirements. For 
Information please phone 
Russ Roper 562.4114 Collect. 
(C10.Nov 1.) 
Properly for Sale 1.2 Acre. 
Vlew property In country. 
Creek frontage, h i l l y  tread. 
Phone 63S-2435 after 6 p.m. 
C-TFN 24) 
59,  MOBILE 
HOMES 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potential view. $31,000. 
Contact 63S.76~5. (ctfn.2.10- 
FOR SALE For Sale: 1972 12x58 foot 
Small business. Can be trailer set up In trailer park. 
operated part time or In. For app. to view call 635. 
conjunction with another 2506..(c20.8N) 
line. Easy terms to right 
party. Phone 8U.6569 
ovenlngs. (p8.260) 
=, t, 
For Sale: Fully equipped 
convenience store. With 
living 0ccommodatlon. Store 
does 8 good war round 
turnover. For further In. 
formation please wrlto Box 
1214 or call 635-3Wl. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
'74 Comet PS. P.B. Good 
,'unnlng condition Phone 638- 
1318 
(PS-30 Oct.) 
79 T-Bird low mileage. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638-1365. 
(Ci&7 Nov.) 
1954 Chev Bet Air AM Sedan. 
Exc. running condition. 
Many original extras. Some 
body work needed. Best 
offer. 638-8371. 
(PS-29 Oct) 
1973 Suberban P.S'.P.B.A.T. 
350 V-8 Very Good Condltlun. 
$3,980.00 OEO. Ph. Kltlmat 
632.3829. 
F~25 Oct) 
For Sale 196~ Chev Bal Air 
!;'/00.98 aBe 1978 Datsun PU 
and camper, only 6,020 miles 
SS,~r~0.00. 
63S-2243 days, 635.4385 
evenings. 
(PS-29Oct) 
1969 Chevelle. Gloss black 
and white scoop. New Tires 
and rims. 11 to 1 pistons. 12 
bolt rearend. 6,50 Nolleycarb 
with many more high per.. 
formanCe extras Must sell. 
638.142~ or 635-5600. 
[• C10.5• N°____.~ v 
• For.Sale 1971Chev Impala 2 
door, Hard Top, Exc,. Cond. 
Try offer, , . ':- " 
635.6439 after S p.m, 
(c;:_F~_._.oct.) 
1978 758 Camera wine color. 
Custom Interior. Power 
windows phPb Automatic 
transmission, headers, 
combination radio.tape 
deck. 
Phone Prince Rupert 
624-5704 after 5 p.m. 
( C,5.2S Oct) 
~)  ~bE 'By / ,OWN-ER ,1977 
Chav. Blazer. 4 wheel drive. 
Over 817,000 Invested. Built 
350 engine by off road 
spaclallat. Over L%980 in. 
vested In motor. M22 rock 
crusher 4 speed. Hurst vertl. 
gate shifter. Tack roll bar. 4 
Inch lift euspenalon kit. Ton 
many extras to list. asking 
812,000 Ph. 63S.5215.- 
(C&30 OCt) .'~,~a,' 
75 For~Club, Cab ~,8,A~to 
P.S.P.B. radio. Exc. ¢0n. 
dltlon Never driven on 
gravel. Asking M,100. Ph 042. 
5910 or e~2.5do~. 
P3-2S Oct.) 
1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone 
635.4246. 
(C9.2 • Nov.) 
Tenders Invited for clear 
cuffing an 8 acre stand of 
Pine and birch to be'followad 
by grubbing and clearing for 
cultivation. Merchantlble 
trees to contractor. Balance 
to be decked on the property. 
3.5 miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. Write to Box 
24~ Smltbera, B.C. or phone 
647-2993 
(C3.24 Oct) 
78 Bendix citation 28 feat. 
travel trailer. Comes with 
Microwave oven, caecum 
cleaner. AM.FM 8 track. 
Dash air and air conditioner 
wlth heater. 4500 watt 
generator, awning, T.V. 
erlel, Inelde control. Like 
new . App 8,000 miles. 63& 
~92 
C~30 Oct. 
1975 Dodge ~ Ton Club COb 
with camperette Travel 
Tank and CB Asking" aS,000. 
Call 638-1390 after S P.M. 
P3-26 Oct. 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 28'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured.. Avallabis for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 63~.2420. 
(c20.16N) 
MUST •SELL IM. 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
Asking S0,S00. View at Reel 
Inn Mobil. Highway 16 West. 
Last trailer on left. (cffn.2. 
M.79) 
T IRED Ol~t" 'RUSHINO 
AROUND AT THE LAST 
MINUTE~ 
Get your Christmas shop. 
ping done now In the privacy 
and comfort of your own 
home. REGAL carries• e 
complete line of Christmas 
cards ,  wrapp ings ,  
deooratlons and inexpensive 
gifts for everyone on your 
list. Call Carols; your Regal 
representative, now for Your 
copy~ l of~ :!our~'~ CHrlatmal| 
~cghllogue;,at'6,~S~r& " '
(C2.19, 23 October) 
1976 Toyota Land Crulmr. 
4X4 2(13 engine. 350 horse 
com. 2 sets of fires and rims 
soft and hard top. Phone 635- 
7662 
(C5 2S Oct) 
Leaving In 3 weeks. Must 
Se l l -  1978 Ford Van F150 c- 
w awlvel captain chairs. AC, 
headers ,  summer & winter 
tires. Some cuetomlzl0g, 
Stereo etc. Ph. 635.2803 rm,  
2. (plS-240) . , : : .  
1970 Bronco i P:S.P.'i~. 
posltractlo|t 351 wlth 4 Speed 
Exc. tapedeck and radio. Ph 
635-4516. 
¢S.38 Oct 
For Sale-Ford Mercury 19~6." 
Comes with camper. 638. 
3806, 635-SSSg. 
P2-2S OCt) 
1970 International PU wlth 
fistdack. Ph 535-2S~8. 
C3-26 Oct) 
Wanted: Toyota bow In 
good condition. No engine. 
Prsferrably Corona Mark I I 
or Corolla. 
Call 638.713/ before ~. 638% 
1064 after S. 
(C¢~ Oct) 
Must sell 1978 Ford Wlndo~ 
Van. Less than 8,000 miles 
Partially camperlzed man) 
extras. Ph 635-9003. 
(Cs.~ Oct) 
For Rent: 72'X14' M. H. 
complelely furnished dish 
washer, washer and dryer. 
Usk location . Phone 53S. 
3816. * , 
(P~-24 Oct) 
ATTENTION : ALL LOG 
SCALERS 
.~>~!~persons h lding a valid 
~ L l c e n c e  or 
~ a n d  wishing 
f0 ~ U~flide" ~o" metric an. 
doreement, are hereby 
requested to contact the 
Terrace Ranger Station on 
or before November 16th, 
1979. Pre-reglstratlon Is 
required for those wlchlng to 
eftand a 2V~ day course and 
,exam to be held November 
2let, 22cnd and 23rd, 1979 In 
Terrace. 
Scale returns submitted on 
or after April 1, 1979 must be 
In Metric measureiCublc 
Metres). Only returns from 
parsons having passed the 
metric upgrading will be 
accepted after this date. 
J.A. Bllckert, 
Regional Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
(M-7 Nov, 14 Nov] 
Notice :To all customers of 
Fash ion  Two, Twenty  
Cnsmatlcs. Take netlca that 
there wilt be a price Increase 
of~p~educts effective NovA, 
19N:To plece'ah ~rder before 
Increase phone 638.5041 
ice-30 ?ct) 
To whom It may concern: I 
Vincent Vance Gsynor will 
not be responsible for any 
debts or bills Incurred by my 
wife, as of this date. Oct. 19 
1979. 
V.V. Gaynor 
(PS.29 Oct) 
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Best jet takes nose dive 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Liberal 
defence critic Judd 
Buchanan called for a elx- 
month delay in choosing 
Canada's new ;2.3 billion 
lighter aircraft fleet after 
serious problems with the 
two fight'ers being con- 
sidered came to light 
Tuesday. 
But Defenco Minister 
Allan McKlnnen said be still 
plans to ..-here between the 
General Dynamics F-le and 
the McDonnell Derbies F- 
18.5. by the end of tile year. 
mixed reaction Tuesday 
when he presented hie 
government's proposals for 
revumping the B.C.'s second 
level of government. 
Speaking to about 1~0 
elected and administrative 
officials from five Interior 
regional districts, Vandsr 
Zalm said that alnco the 
formation of regional 
government in 1965, its 
objectives have become 
increasingly obscure and 
complicated. 
He presented officials with 
three options: elimination of 
regional districts, preeer- 
vatio~of the status qua, or a 
He rejected Buchanan's 
arguments about h|duntrial 
benefits to Canada and his 
call for consideration of the 
Northrop F-18L, a land 
version of the F-18A. 
Buchanan raised• the 
matter in the Commons after 
congressman Jack Edwards 
(Rap. Ale.) 'told the U.S. 
House of Representatives 
defence appropriations 
subcommittee naidl~oblema 
with the Pratt and Whitney 
engines of the F-15s and F- 
lus are an embarrassmunt to 
the U.S. Air Force. 
Buchanan said there also" 
are iroublss with the F-18A, 
which was experiencing 
trouble ranching Its proper 
range and suffering ccet 
overruns. It is being built for 
the U.S. Navy. 
The former Liberal 
cabinet minister, known to 
have advocated the F.18L 
when the Libera!s were 
considering fighter planes, 
said in an interview new 
information has become 
ava i lab le  s ince  the  Con-  
servatives took over the any real technological d- 
goven0nent, vencca. 
There have been reports He said the F-18L is a 
that the F-16 Is not renUy in lighter plane tJ~m the F-18A 
the competition and that the and would be cheaper for 
gnvernment.has vir.tually Canada to operate. Mc- 
Dnanell Dou~lan and Nor- decided upon the F-18A, 
McKinnon has denied 
thoso reports, aying there is 
real competition and each 
company has offered a
industrial package for 
Canada. 
Buchanan said neither of 
the two U.S. aircraft corn- 
pan/an are offering Canada 
• p  are both involved in 
e F-18A and the P-18L. 
McKlonon is to .receive a 
Greport shortly from Brig.- 
en, "Paul Manson who 
headed an inter. 
departmental group which 
studiecl the submimlena st 
all aircraft corporations. 
Revamped region reception, cool 
'vERNON, B,C, (CP) - -  move a county system of government would In- loft out of the planning 
Municipal Affairs Minister government which would corporate the needs of the 
Bill Vender Zalm drew reduce the size. of the Ioral provincial government, 
governing unit to corrsspund 
with the boundaries ofone or 
more of the school districts. 
After seven hours of 
debate and questions, 
Vender Zaim got a con- 
census in favor of meet of his 
peopceak but fell far short of 
getting outright SUl~port to. 
dismantle regional districts 
in favor of the county 
system. 
OPPOSE I;ROPOaAL 
One of the mast con. 
tentlous issues was his 
• peopo,l to take land.use 
planning from regional 
districts. 
He said the provincial 
Strike rights 
going to cost 
BY DON MeLEOD 
TRURO, N.8. (CP) -- Bal- 
cling, owlish Joe Ross, 49, is a 
former butswain on an oil 
tanker who engineered Nova 
Scotia's town police strikes 
in New Glasgow and 
Amherst, 
An ex-motorcycle cop who 
8ave up a ~8,000-a-yeer-Joh 
on the Halifax force to 
becmne xecutive director of 
the Police Association of 
Nova Scotia 16 years ago, 
Ross is a super confident 
preface-speaking bargainer 
who says voluntary com- 
plunory arbitration amounts 
to surrender of the right to 
shrike. 
'Til  do it for 121,700, but 
1'11 be God damned for 
• 113,800,','..~. said in an in, 
tervlew"~Ue~day n~hV Jmt 
before settlement of the 
Truro strike was announced. 
Ross travels to New Olanaow 
and Amherst oday and ha 
expects a quick settlement i  
beth towns. 
The association, with 31 
units representing 495 police 
and prbon guards --  vir- 
tually all the unionized peace 
officers in mainland Nova 
Scotia ~ i~ la~ely aore#finn 
I~,.~" M l l~/~ World for' 
lmpertal Oil Ltd. from 1944 
until 1954, when he became a 
Halifax policeman. • 
He was the representative 
of his ship at talks between. 
the oil company and the 
association representing 
men on the tanker, not a real 
unin~ but something "to 
allow us to vent our frnatra- 
lion." 
"They used to take na off 
once .a year and we'd sit 
down with the top busses and 
they'd say 'how can we make 
it more comfortable for you 
guye at sea.' Imperial was a 
hell of a good employer. 
They used to try to do things. 
before We even asked." 
He said Imperial remains 
non-unio~tzed beeaqso f its, 
attitud~ ;..~:!..~ .., ;! .~,,... 
Ross loft the sea when he 
got married and "decided it 
was time to come ashore." A
Yarmouth, N.S., native he 
Joined the Halifax police 
department i  19,54 where ha 
stayed for 16 years. 
He earned enough to be 
outspoken at meetings m, the 
old Halifax Police 
Assoctation -- not a real 
union but a grievance grohp. 
He was chnsen for his out- 
spokenness as executive 
director when it was founded 
in 1968. For the next three 
years the organization 
lobbied and eventually 
• secured full barplning 
righis including the right to 
strike. 
Rnss said with the Truro 
settlement in'hand he con- 
sidered the pelic(~ 'l~nton had 
"come of age" durh~ the 
three strikes and won new 
tee t at the bargaining 
1t~ earns m0~.'a year 
as executive director but 
indicates he has paid his 
dues and deserves it. 
The association c~ntends 
the antMnflation board held 
dawn wages for small town 
forc~s in comparison with 
~ee i~ Rellfax-Darimouth, 
inc'~lising a wage 
discrepancy between the 
towns" and the city from 
about 11,500 to 16,00047,000. 
Pinckards carried by the 
policemen here noted they 
earned less than $14,000 
annually, compared with 
121,000. for an RCMP con- 
stable. 
Roan said he would gladly 
trade the right to strike for 
• RCMP pay scales and 
re~dar increases together 
wl~ binding arbitration. 
' Give me that and you can 
have it." 
The association has staged 
two strlken previous to the 
three this month, in Yar- 
mouth, N.S., and later 
Westvlile, N.S., where the 
four man force were our for 
four months, a Canadian 
record. 
New weaponry 
means cutbacks 
ByCHARLF~LAMBiglA~: Na~/al officers, however, 
PORTOGRUARO, italy i fe~r,'fhit he ship building 
(Renter) - -  I~aly Is ~pro~a/fi!might be delayed 
streamlining its armed : or tk'imitied since the naval 
forces, cutting manpower by : sot ~ does not provide for 
one-third and introducing ' infl~floff/ 
new, advanced weaponry. 
The partly-implemented 
plan aims at transforming 
by the mid-1980s a once 
large, under-equipped army 
into a more effective force. 
But inflation is eating 
away at funds set aside fo.ur 
years ago to update equip- Registered 9 yr old ~. Arab. 
V8 thouroughbred. Showan meat. 
Western end English. Good The Italian parliament 
prospect lumper $700. OBO passed the 1975 naval act in 
Call after S 63S.2913. order to allow the country to 
C3.26 Oct) • contribute, alongside the 
U.S. 6th Fleet, to the security 
of sea lanes in the 
~~. .  Mediterranean, through 
them passes 25 per cent of 
"~ the oil Used by the West. 
A 10-ycor plan calla for a 
modern 105,000-ton fleet of 
smaller, fast vcoscla with 
impressive firepower for 
their size centred on twty 
helicopter carriers plus 
In 1907 a special commas- guided missile destroyers, 
sign decided that baseball guided missile and anti- 
had been invented by submarine frigates and 
Abner Douhleclay in 1839. hydrofoils. 
Thg" atr force, whose 
per~hne~ has been cut by 
one-third, also is being 
modernized with the multi- 
role Tornado combat plane 
due to replace part of the 
Starflghter fleet from 1981 
onward. Italy is buying 100 
Tornadoes, the new 
generation plane it built 
together with West Germany 
and Britain. 
Senior air force officers 
said the government soon 
would decide to 8o ahead 
with the construction of the 
all-ltalian AM-X plane to 
replace the old Fiat G-gI as a 
close air-support tactical 
fighter. 
But a total of 2,500 pilots, 
1601oft the air force last year 
for better-paid civil aviation 
Jobs and 100 more have 
tendered their resignations. 
In an attempt to slow down 
resignations, tbe govern- 
meat is studying a law to 
introduce a 12-year contract 
environment,  t rans-  
portation, resource manage. 
meat and agflculture into a 
province-wide plan that 
would spell out the land use 
for dvery  area in the 
~ovince. 
Any major alterations in 
the plan, he said, would need 
the approval of Victoria. 
Officials said a centralized 
anning department would 
too remote to meet the 
immediate needs of local 
collcornc. 
Many others were con. 
cerned that regional districts 
that have completed their 
own regi.m~l plans would be 
NEW 
PAPER 
DOING 
BETTER 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
newlock Ottawa Journal 
is one month 01d today 
and it's her,' birthday 
wesent is a circulation 
rate that has Jumped 7,000 
since it became a mor- 
newspaper Sept. 34. 
Executive editor. Jim 
Reunte said Tuqeday the 
average flveday cir- 
onistlen rate has jumped 
to 73,000 from 98,980, 
The 93-year -o ld  
newspaper, an FP 
Publications Ltd. news. 
paper, changed to a 
morning format af ter  
years of sagglng'~dir -~ 
euistlon. 
The former Toronto 
Star editor said Journal 
management  is  
examining all depart- 
mania and plans new 
~eaturea and columns. 
"Look at it in about a 
month," he sold.' 
RenrJe also said The 
Journal took advantage 
last month's demise of the 
Mo~trexl Star and hired 
six suddenly-une~]oyudl 
editors and a photogra- 
l~ler.' 
Ashok Chandanl is now 
a news editor while Alan 
Allnut is a new city editor. 
Malcolm Aird and Donna 
Ebsnld are copy editors, 
Quinn Mclthone is an as. 
sistant entertainment 
editor while Bill Robson is 
photo editor and Peter 
Brossoau is a 
phot~rspher. 
Chancellor 
waschoked 
NEW YORK (API --  John 
Chancellor began to choke on 
a piece of cheese arlier thb 
week, and was trying to 
cough the object free when 
NBC News colleague Tom 
Broknw came.in his aid. 
"Tom grabbed me from 
behind and squeezed three or 
four times." Chancellor said 
Tuesday, recalling the in. 
cident hat occurred at lunch 
Monday. "The piece of food 
Just shot out." 
"I told Tom I was grateful 
and neither one of us thought 
much about it. We sat down 
and resumed our lunch," the 
NBC Nightly News an- 
chorman said. 
Others present at the 
luncheon with Republican 
presidential candidate John 
Connally said Brokow used 
the "bearhua" method 
demonstrated many times 
on Brekaw'e Today 
program. The rescue ma- 
noeuvre was developed by 
Dr. Henry Heimlich. 
The Heimllch method is 
performed by placthg both 
arms around the victim's 
waist, lorraine a fist with one 
hand and pressing It against 
the abdomen, Just above the 
navel and below the rib cage. 
When pressure is applied, 
the obeiruction aheuldcome 
out of the victim's throat. 
Chancellor, who suffered 
no ill offecin from the in. 
cident at NBC's Rockefeller 
Centre headquarters, said he 
became concerned when the 
iece of food caught in his 
rest, andstood bent over to 
try to force it out himself. 
..ported .the idea that maw of 
process, me regional distdcis needed 
Vender Zalm got support some boundary adjustments 
for his proposal only after but were not prepared to 
assuring officinb that minor endorse the county c~cept 
~uu~co inthe government's of government. 
n would be carried out at 
the local level and that the 
province is only concerned 
with chongss that would 
have a major impact on the 
area. 
He said regions that 
already have a com- 
prebessive land-use policy - -  
among them the three 
Okansgan rqiunal districts 
- -  could he assured that their 
n~tna would be incorporated 
o the plan eventually 
adopted by the government. 
Officlallr generally sup- 
His suggestion" that 
re,seal districts or counties 
may eventually take over all 
local government functions 
met with solid opposition. 
The meetlng was the sixth 
in a series t discusslona the 
minister ~nd his .staff are 
having wl~h local officials. 
A government spokesman 
said leghdation on some 
proposals •could be  put 
forward by 1960. 
Pensions should 
go up with wages 
MONTREAL (CP) -  Le finance and health and 
Devotr nays a confidential welfare departments, 
government study rucom- recommends that either 
mends a major boost in pensions be made corn, 
Canadian pensions and says palsory for all businesses or 
increases inold age senudty that government pension 
and income supplements plans be sneaked. . .  
should be tied to increases in It says only half the era. 
average earnings in the ployeon in the private sector 
country, curr~tly pay Into private 
The newspaper says in an peMlon plans. 
Ottawa story that the study "me study also recom. 
recommends that pensions mends that employers be 
equal 40 to 45 per cent of a obliged to periodically 
persona former, salary. It 
says pensioners are 
currently paid an average 34 
per cent (14,810) of the $14,- 
000 average salary. 
The cost of tying old age 
readjust pensions to former 
employees based on ear. 
ninlD of pension fund in. 
vestments. 
It says employees should 
be able to withdraw pension 
fund contributions, including security and income sup- 
plement payments o salary those of the company,; 
increases is estimated at earlier. 
sz~ ~U.pn . . . .  . " co.,,~,,,,...~,,.-, /'.JfO_N: 
go to new banellto tar single "t,~N~,~ ,,,~t ,A,;, t -  J r l~ , l  
people over ~ years old wha ,"""~'" : '" ,  % ~Jv ~ 
]/ve in poverty. For Fast Sere,ca C.,u V TERRACE 
The newlpaper lays the I 46oe Lokelse Avenue . 
study, prepared by the [ 635.7207 . . . . .  
WANTED 
Retired people or people with cars 
to deliver papers tOdrops in 
fen'ace & Tbonihill, Please apply 
at the Daily Herald office. 
AIRPORT BUSINESSOPPORTUNITY 
VEHICLE RENTAL LOCATIONS 
Terrace Airport 
TRANSPORT CANADA Is calling tenders on en Air. 
port.by.Airport basis to provide vehicle rental services 
to air travellers at the following Transport Canada 
Airport;: 
Tenders will be, conducted In a single stage. Tenderers 
will be required to submit a financial offer end provide 
corporate, operational and marketing Information. 
The successful tenderers will enter Into Ilcence 
agreements with Transport Canada for a term of five 
years commencing January 1, 19110. They will be ex. 
pected to provide a high level at service to air 
travellers wishing to rent vehicles at Transport 
Canada Airports. 
Interested persons may ol~taln tender documents at 
either of the addresses below: 
Airport Manager's Office, 
Terrace Airport. 
or  
M,r. F.B. Wang, 
Regional Superintendent 
Material Management, 
Room ,105.739 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1A2. 
Sealed end marked tenders will be received up to 11:00 
hours (local time) on Frlclay, November 23, 1979 in the 
office of the fotlowlng: 
Mr. F.B. Wang, 
Regional Superintendent 
Materiel Management, 
Room 40.~.739 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1A2 
A tender briefing meeting will be held at the following 
time and tocatlon: 
I$:00 hours tlocal time), 
Friday, November 9, 1979, 
East Banquet Room, 
Lakelse Motor Hotel, 
4620 Lakelze Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
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Coug'ars hot I SPORTS COMMENT 
VICTORIA Cougars, the "Sapergla nd Kevin Tendler 
hottest club in the Western scored in the third period to By DON SCHAFFER 
Hockey League, chalked up win the game. Terry 
their ninth straight win Paskaruk and Dan ~ant got 
Tuesday --  ~-1 over Seattle the other Seskatoon goals. The Harlem Clowns gave almost everyone in the 
Breakers -- to remain the 
only undefeated team in the 
league. 
It took two goals 26 
seconds aport in the third 
fcPerried to .clinch the victory 
Vlctorta which now has 
ouiscored its opponents 45-19 
in nine contests, 
The Cougars now are six 
points ahead of Portland 
Winter Hawks which hold 
second place in the league's 
Western division. 
The results of Tuesday's 
other two contests tightened 
theleague's Eastern division 
standings. The Blades got 
three third-period goals to 
edge the Medicine Hat 
Tigers 6-5 in Saskatoon while 
Calgary Wranglers romped 
9-1 over Brandon Wheat 
I~gMedl s' 
nine Hat, Calgary and 
Brandon now are tied for 
second place with 12 points, 
two behind Lethbrldge 
Broncos. Sushatoon has 1o 
peints~ two more than fifth. 
Curt Broadhead, Stewart 
Rchertann, Mark Komonski, 
Kevin Ginnell and Mike 
Winther eplied for Medieine 
Hat, which trailed 1-0 after 
the first-period. 
Referee Bruce Rogers as- 
sessed Medicine Hat 15 of 31 
minor penalties. The clubs 
split eight fighting majors. 
The Tigers were handed the 
anly misconduct. Sagkatoon 
goaltender Ron Loustel 
made 30 stops while Tigers' 
Kelly Hrudy blocked 44. 
Cilnt Fehr fired three 
goals to spark the Cuigar~ 
romp. Dan Bourbom~als 
added two goals while Glenn 
Merkesky, Dick Olson, Kelly 
Kislo and Grog Chudiak got 
singles. 
Don Gillen spoiled Calgary 
Goalie Warren Skoroden. 
ski's shutout bid at 10:4§ of 
the final period. Skoredeuski 
kicked out 27. drives while 
Rick Kniekle and Ran 
Popplestone turned aside 30 
for Brandou. 
plpce Regina Pats, Dionne goal hungry in Victeris, BobJanech Tourney and Brad Yachlmsc scored 
l 26 seconds aport in the third 
period after the teams had needs 
played a scoreless first 
against he stumbling New 
York Islanders. 
Dlonne opened the scoring 
at 7:13 of the first period 
while the ice 10 feet in sprawled on front of the Colorado 
goal. He said his best goal 
was on a power play at 8:11 
of the second period, when he 
took the puck from a pass 
from Butch Goring and fired 
a wrist shot past Colorado 
go alieHardy Astrom. 
tie scored his third goal 
seven minutes later, and it 
proved to be the game 
,winner. 
Dionne's final goal was 
With all the talk about line- 
mate Clmflle Simmer early 
in the National Hockey 
League season, Los Angeles 
Kings' centre Marcel Dlunne 
decided Tuesday night was 
the appropriate time to move 
hack into the spotlight. 
Dioene moved with flair 
against Colorado Rockies, 
scoring four goals while 
leading his club to a 74 
victory. 
Oddly enough Dionne, the 
NHL's leading scorer with 
six goals and 12 assists, hit 
the pest on his first shot hut 
didn't get discouraged. 
lot of chances but they 
weren't going in until 
tonight." 
, "When I missed that first 
chance, I Just to myself, 
'Tough luck. I'llJust have to 
work harder,'" Dionno said. 
Dionue ended the night 
with an incredible nine of the 
Kings' 31 shots on goal. 
In other NHL games, St. 
Louis Blues rallied to tie 
Boston Brains 8-5, Montreal 
Camdte~ defeated Atlanta 
Flames 5-3 and Edmonton 
Oilers earned their fourth tie 
of the young season, 3-3 
"Sometimes you get a uasssistndat7:38ofthefinal 
little goal-hungry," said period. 
Dioune. 'Tee been having a Wayne Babyeh scored 
Shutt's econd goal came 
at 7:24 of the second period 
when he drilled a shot from 
near the blue line. 
Atlanta had taken a quick 
lead on Darcy Rota's goal, 
Guy Lafleur put the Cans. 
diem ahead for good at 11:59 
of the first period. Geak by 
'. DOUg Risebrough and Larry 
Robinson and the second one 
by Shutt, all in the second 
period, gave Montreal s .~-1 
lead. But Eric Vail and Kent 
Nilason scored for the 
Flames to cut the margin. 
Billy Harris scored his 
fifth goal of the year on a 
rebound from Bryan Trottier 
with 1:17 left in the game to 
lift the Islanders into a 3-3 
tie. 
Peter Driscoll scored his 
first' goal of the year six 
minutes earlier, staking the 
Oilers to a briof 3-2 lead. 
Drtscoll scored 14 seconds 
after the Islanders had tied it 
2-2 at 12:24 of final period on 
a goal by Clark Gillies. 
Gillies cored two goals for 
the Islanders, his first on a 
power play atg:55 of the first 
period to tie the score 1-1. 
Bill Flett opened the 
scoring for Edmonton in the 
first period Blair MacDonald 
scored his eighth goal of the period and traded goals in 
season to give the Oilers a 2- the second. Mark Morrleen 
1lead in the second period, added a single for the 
[ NHL STATS I  gar'' c°"ect  an a eeeand-period power play. Earlier in the period Joe 
Ward was credited with 
Seattle's goal when the puck 
NHL was deflected into the net by 
WALES CONFERENCE a Cougar defenceman. 
Norris Division 
W k T F A P Kevin Eastman made 22 
N~ntree, 4 1 1 24 Is 9 saves In goal for Victoria 
Pittsburgh 3 2 1 23 10 ? whlle Ken Hodge blocked 31 
LosAng 3 3 ! 34 34 7 
Detroit 1 2 2 16 is 4 shots in the seattie net. Each 
Hartford I 3 2 15 22 4 team drew three minor 
Adams Division penalties. 
Boston 4 1 1 23 17 9 
Toronto 4 2 O 21 16 8 Blake Stepheu got tWo 
Buffalo 3 2 1 23 17 7 
MI~ 3 2 1 23 20 Y goals including a short-  
~ebec 2 3 o IS 16 4 handed marker early in the 
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE thh*d period, for the Blades 
Phlla' Patrick Dlvlldon 4 ; ; 30 2s 9 which trailed 4-3 after 40 
Rangers 3 2 O 25 19 6 minutes. 
Islanders 2 3 1 20 le s But Stephen, Brent 
• Atlanta 2 4 1:13 26 .5 
Wash 2 4 0 22 30 4 
Smytha Dlvlelon 
Spor ts  St. Louis 2 2 2 20 22 6 Edmonton 1 I 4 23 22 6 
Vancouver 2 3 2 20 22 6 
w,.o. o,, "' t -c lets ik  colorado 1 4 1 16 22 3 Tuelday's Results 
Edmonton 3 NY Islanders 3 
Montreal S Atlanta 3 
Los Angeles 7 Colorado 4 ~ four local secondary 
BostOn .5 St. LOUIS .5 so.hoots are participating in 
Tonight's games the B.C. Federation ofSchool Edmonton at NYRangers 
Washington at Los Angeles Athletic Associations' an- 
Hartford at Quebec nual Sports Draw ticket 
Pittsburgh at Buffalo 
Toronto at Vancouver sales. 
This draw generates 
capital for major federation 
programs, such as 
development camps, travel 
subsidies, ports clinics and 
other related activities. The 
participating school receives 
three goals as the Blues 
overcame a four-goal defteR. 
Mike Zuke and Joe 
Mlcheletti also scored fur St. 
Louis while Jean Ratelle and 
Bobby Schmautz, each with 
two, and AI Secerd replied 
for the Bruins. 
Steve Shutt scored two 
goals to lead the Cauedisus. 
Shaft got his first goal at 
2:33 of the first period when 
a shot by Brian Engblom 
hrushed him on its way past 
Atlanta goalie Dan 
Bouchard, tying the score at 
I-L 
Portland keeps winning 
as soon not make any 
ness tripe to the Ruse for Kansas City. 
City, either. Clippers 13Z Nuggets 127 
"It's damn tough to win Lloyd Frue scored l l  of his 
here. I'm getting tired of it," 32 points in the first quarter 
said Fitzslmmuea, coach of as San Diego exploded for 40 
Kansas City Kings. Not even points and went on to a hand 
a trio of throe-point goals by the winkes Nuggets their 
asaa  City's Otis Blrdeong sixth stright loss. David 
Kin s Thompson had 38 points for the final 90 seconds could 
keep the Kings from drop. the losers. 
ping a 90.88 decision to Lskers102Jezz 87 
Portland Trail Blazers ON Lea Angeles clinched its 
Tuesday night, victory with a 14-5 burst to 
The Blazers now are 7-0, start the final period, 
the best start in their 10 opening up a commanding 
seasons in the National 86-70 lead. Kareem Abdul. 
Basketball,association. Five Jabber and Michael Cooper 
of the victories have come st led the Lakers' balanced 
thePortland Memorial attackwith17 points apiece. 
Coliseum, where the Blazers Spurs 129 Celtics 120 
have played before 105 con- George Gervin and Larry 
secutive sellouts of 12,650. Kenon scored 28 points 
in other NBA games, Mil. apiece and led a fourth- 
waukea Bucks beat Phoenix quarter surge that carried 
Suns 114-108, San Antonio SanAntaniopastBoetun.The 
Spurs topped Boston Celtics score was tied 100-150 before 
120-120, San Diego Clippers the Spurs broke the game 
defeated Denver Nuggets open with a 26-10 surge, 
132.127, Lns Angeles Lekers Gervln getting eight points 
downed Utah Jazz 102.87, and Kenon seven in that 
Chicago Bulls edged New spurt. 
Jersey Nets 108-103, New Bulls 108 Nets 103 
York Knicks trounced In- Bookie David Grbenwood 
diana Pacers 136-112 and sank three free throws in the 
Atlanta Hawks heat final 38 seconds to help the 
Cotton Fitzgimmona Cleveland Cavaliers 121-111. Bulls beat the Nets. Hawks 121 Cave III 
deean'tplayauyvacationsin Birdsong led all scorers 
Portland, Ore. In fact, he'd with 20 points and Phil Ford 
added 20 points and 11 mists  
Greenwood, a first-round 
draft choice from UCLA, 
scored a pro-high 20 points. 
Kulcks 138 Pacers llZ 
The Knicks, using an 
aggress ive ,  press ing 
defenco, broke the game 
open with a 31-10 spurt in the 
first half and were never in 
trouble. Toby Knight led the 
way with 34 points, 22 of 
them in the first half, while 
Alex English scored a 
eareerhigh 37 points for 
Indiana. 
I 
NaA 
Midwest Division, by haw 
cling the Suns their fourth 
straight loss. Marquee 
Johnson led the way with 32 
mints. 
I 
NBA STATS I 
Pacific Division 
The Hawks outeoersd the at least 50 per cent of the 
Cave 34-20 in the second total amount of money 
period to take command, collected from sales. 
John Drew poured in 27 Most schools create inter. 
points to top Atlanta while class rivalries to generate as 
Mike Mitchell had 35 for much competition as 
Cleveland. possible in the ticket-selling. 
Bucks 114 Su-s 108 At Skeena Junior in Terrace, 
Milwaukee raised its each home room vies for the 
record to 6-1, best in the honor of selling the most 
tickets. Prizes are offered as 
incentive. 
This year, Tom Watkinson, 
head of Skeena's physical 
education department, has 
found a great deal of support 
for his school's salesman- 
ship. Several Terrace 
businessmen have donated 
prizes to the homeroom 
contest. 
EASTERN CONFERENCE Portland 
Atlantic Division Los Angeles 
W L PC#. OBk Golden State 
Philadelphia 5 01,000 -- Phoenix 3 4 .429 4 
Boston 4 2 ,MJ IV2 • San Diego 3 4 .429 4 
New York 4 3 .571 2 Saatlle 2 3 .400 4 
Weshlngton 2 3 .,lO0 3 Teesfly EllUits 
New Jersey 1 4 .200 4 New York 136 Indiana 112 
Atlanta 121 Cleveland !11 
Central Division San Antonio 129 Boston 120 
San Antonio 3 2 .600 --  Chicago 108 New Jersey 103 
Detroit 3 3 .500 ~/a Milwaukee 114 Phoenix 1011 
Atlanta 3 4 .429 1 San Diego 132 Denver 127 
Indiana 3 4 .429 1 Portland 90 Kansas city 80 
Houston 2 3 .400 I Los Angeles 102 Utah 07 
Cleveland 2 $ .286 2 Tonight's games 
WESTERN CONFERENCE Indiana at Philadelphia 
Midwest Division Cleveland at Atlanta 
Milwaukee 6 1 .857 - -  Washington at Detroit 
Kansas City 3 2 .600 2 Boston at Houston 
Chicago 3 4 .429 3 Portland at Denver 
Utah 1 S .167 4V2 Phoenix at Golden State 
Denver O 6 .000 S' /2 Kansas City at Seattle 
7 0 L0oo -- Watkinson would like to 4 2 .~7 gV2 
3 3 .500 3 thank Northwest Sportsman, 
All Seasons Sporting Goods, 
Sandman Inn, Mountview 
Bakery, Quick Stop Sub 
Shop, Overwaitea Foods, 
Woolworths, Mr. Mikes, 
Kelly's and the Pizza Hut for 
their cooperation, 
Community support of this 
sports draw will atd local 
schools hy providing money 
for sports and other 
programs. People who buy 
these tickets will also have a 
chance to win anywhere 
from $100 to $5,050. 
LAS T WEEK'S 
bi l lets  
Skeena Junior Secondary 
Terrace lanes bowling report 
League leaders on Monday 
mixed bowling are Co-op 
Insurance with 27 points 
followed by the Coments 
with 24 points. 
There are three teams tied 
for third with 16 points, the 
Hopefulls, New Quadra and 
the Travellers. 
Team high single went to 
New Quadra with a 973 while 
Co-op Insurance had a 2719 
triple. D. Brown took mens 
high single with a 297 while 
high triple went to D. Kemp 
with a 714. Ladies high went 
to Joyce Ray with a 219 
single and a 559 triple. High 
averages are held by C. Ray 
with a 221 and Joyce Ray 
with s 185. 
Lucky Seven sport 34 
points for the lead on 
Tuesday Mixed followed by 
the Serewups with 33 and 
Sesame Street with 32. Team 
High Single went to the 
Thunderbirds with a 1974, 
and they also took high triple 
with a 3034. Mess high single 
went to Ernie Hidber with 
278 while Del BJornson had 
high triple of 767. Eva 
Wilkinson rolled a 249 for 
ladies high single with high 
triple going to Leona Wilcox 
with a 657. High Averages for 
the week are Cy Renney with 
a 234 and Leona Wilcox with 
a 204. 
Head Pins lead the 
Tuesday Coffee League with 
29 points followed by Donkey 
Five with 24 points and the 
YoYo's with 22. YoYo's took 
high single with a 1010 while 
team high triple went to 
Donkey Five with a total of 
2759. Ladies highs went to 
Christine Coombs with s 282 
single and a 675 triple total. 
High average for the league 
isa 199 hsid by Pat Sheichuk. 
Wednesday Matinee has 
the Coffee Wippers leading 
with 36 points followed by the 
Early Risers with 34 and the 
flutter Tramps with 27. 
Team highs went to the 
Coffee Wippers with a 906 
single and a 2567 triple. 
These highs were b~wled 
with only four people. Pat 
Sceichak took ladies highs 
with a 286 sinRle and a 781 
triple. She also holds high 
average with a 209. 
The Almoste took team 
high single with a 1010 while 
high triple west to the Road 
Runners with a 2719 triple. 
Ladles highs went to Kathy 
Gerrtuema with a 279 single 
and 690 triple. Linda Miller 
holds high average of 199. 
League leaders are the 
Silhouettes with 37 points 
followed by Scramblers with 
34 and Wednesday Witches 
with 31 points. 
Thursday Mixed has the 
Question Marks with 34 
points followed by Mickey 
Johnson with 33 and Bad Co. 
with 31. Team highs went to 
'l~llicum Theatre with a 1057 
single and 3137 triple total; 
Men's highs went-to A, 
Baav!s who rolled a 356 
single and 736 triple. 
Christine Jurgelite had 
ladles highs of 292 and 711. 
High averages are Bill 
Young with 245 and 218 held 
by Christine Jurgclit. 
League Leaders for Friday 
Mixed are As It Falls with 41 
points followed by Pot Luck 
with 33 and Generation Gap 
and Funny Five with 31 each. 
Team highs went o Pot Luck 
with a 1065 single and 2983 
triple. Mess highs went to 
Guiguard with a 313 
single and a 797 triple. 
Ladles highs were a 283 
single and a 706 triple rolled 
by Lorna Sperman. High 
averages are John Syrette 
with 237 and Lorna Sperman 
with 210. 
School in ','~arrace is hosting 
a large invitational 
volleyball tournament this 
weekend, with 24 boys and 
girls teams from as far away 
as Hudson's Hope and 
' Q uesneL 
Tournament organizer 
Tom Watkinson, who heads 
the physical education 
deportment at Skeana, has 
invited teams from Mount 
Elizabeth in Kitimat, 
Thornhtil in Terrace, Booth 
in Prince Rupert, Port 
Simpson, Nishgu, Hudson's 
Hope, Burns Lake, Houston, 
Hazelton and Quesncl. Ocean 
Falls was also to come, but 
cancelled. 
.Play will take p lace 
Friday afternoon and all day 
Saturday. Caledonia Senior 
Secondary and Thornhlll 
Junior have lent their 
gymnasiums to Skeena for 
play over the weakand as 
well. 
Games begin at 1':30 p.m. 
Friday with Thornhill girls 
meeting Quesnel, st 2 p;m. 
Friday at Skeena with 
Skeena girls meeting 
Hudson's Hope, and at 4 p.m. 
Friday at Caledonia with 
Hazelton boys meeting 
Nishgu and Port Simpson 
boys playing Houston. 
Watldnson would also like 
audience in Terrace Tuesday evening something to 
enjoy. 
For the basketball fans, the team showed how well 
they could shoot from outside, dunk the ball, pass and 
dribble. For those in the crowd who weren't purists, 
the Clowns clowned around. 
They gave the members of the opposition, teachers 
from Caledonia Senior Secondary School, Skeena, 
Thornhlll and some graduates a good-natured razzing. 
Tom Watkinson of Skeena took it on the nose from 
the start ,  when Ray "Showboat" Clay said 
"Everybody got a man? Good, then I'll take what's 
left." Clay, who wasn't much taller than Watkinson, 
was the star of the show, talking to the crowd and the 
other PlaYers almost constantly. Michael Douglas and 
Herb Scaife contributed their share of mugging and 
joking to the show, as well as displaying their con- 
siderable skill with the basketball. 
The Clowns got the crowd involved, putting a wig on 
a balding gentleman, displaying the contents of a 
woman's purse to the audience (faked, of course), and 
having a youngster come out to take a shot. . 
One young fellow, who sat right behind me, cried 
when Clay tried to get him to come onto the floor. The 
rest of the participants, though, had a good time and 
took the jokes and the insults in the right spirit. 
Bob Clarkson and Eric Metzmeier handled the game 
well, although they looked perplexed at times when 
the Clowns began to make up the rules as they went 
along. 
The gym's ceiling was a bit low for some of the trick 
shots that the Clowns tried to make, but other than 
that the show was entertaining and a good value for 
the $3.50 admission. 
The Timbermen play their first regular-season 
home game tonight, against the Kitimat Winterhawks. 
It should be a good game, judging from the past 
performances of the two teams. Both clubs like to 
skate, neither is scared to hit, and the game should 
provide three hours of good hockey. 
If the Harlem Clowns can draw a packed house, the 
Timbermen should be able to get more than 300 people 
into the arena. Come out and see the team at least. 
You might be surprised. 
Terrace reps 
to travel east 
Two Terrace minor hockey 
rep teams will find out-how 
competitive they really are 
when they head for Prince 
George this weekend for 
exhibition games. 
The Twin River Timber 
Peewees and All Seasons 
Midgets will play two games 
each against the Prince 
George Spruce King peewees 
and midgets. Peewee games 
are set for Saturday at 6 p.m. 
and Sunday at 11 a.m. 
Terrace on the Nov. 17 
weekend. 
Only one Inter-city Rep 
Team League series will he 
played this weekead. Prince 
Rupert's Pups and Bantams 
will be in Terrace for games 
Friday at 8 p.m. and 
Saturday starting at 10 a.m. 
The series featuring 
Kitimat Peewees and 
Midgets at Prince Rupert 
has also been cancelled and 
will he reacheduled later. 
Kitirnat's players will be 
The Prince George teams busy Saturday with their 
will return the visit to annual Skate-a.thon. 
Cal wins in 
to hear from anyone in the enio ccer general community of 
TerraeeandThorubillwho S r $o  
could accept billets into their 
homes for Friday and 
Saturday nights. There has 
been a good response from 
the community already, but 
there are still about 75 
students who need a place to 
stay, according to 
Watldnson. 
H you would be interested 
in hosting a participant or 
two, please call Watkinson at 
635-9136 during school hours 
or at 635-5463 during the 
early evening. 
The championship games 
of the tournament will begin 
at 7 p.m. Saturday with the 
girls final. 
Caledonia Kermodes 
soccer team beat the Mount 
Elizabeth arcs 7-3 Monday 
night in Kitimat. 
Simon Dodd got three 
goals for the Kermodes, 
while Martin Sterner stored 
two. Colin Abernathy and 
Julius Koalas each got 
singles for the winners, 
For Mount Elizabeth, John 
Kamaggianis got two goals, 
and Gordon Schuss picked up 
the other. 
Caledonia's next game is 
in Prince Rupert on Thur. 
sday evening, and Saturday 
Cal host New Alyansh and 
Mount Elisabetll for a 
playday. MESS will host the 
Aiyansh team Friday night 
at Riverlodge. 
CONTENDER WINS 
WEMBLEY, England 
(AP) -- Alan Minter of. 
Britain, the No. 1 contender 
for the world middleweight 
boxing title, outpointed 
tough American Doug 
Demminga in a 10-round 
fight Tuesday night. Minter, 
a 26-year-old former 
European champion, was a 
convincing winner but had to 
battle all the way against 
Demmings, 27, 
CHAIN SAWS 
o ' ~ f CS-315  Fall .trigs ....._ ............ 
r'- i I~b  at f t l l~ l~ ' J  ~• Easy starting w i th  14  bar & chain "~ IM  MI~ 
. . . . . , ,4 ~ j~ Grouped controls 
1~I1~ - -  . Vibe-less construction 
. , '  ~ l  CS-750EVL 
$29495 ~i l~ l l i l l~  " -~,~a~ 
bar  & chain w i th  24" bar  & chain 
Comfortably deslgne(:l Precision engineered 
Ruggedly constructed . 
See it, try it, at your local servicing Echo dealer 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
4441.Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 1 
